This week a national news channel aired yet another segment on the changes overtaking higher education. Here is the key point: For 2,000 years, the commentator intoned, colleges and universities have admitted students to learn in front of teachers. Now finally, entirely new ways of learning are available to students. They can take classes online while traveling or sitting on the beach anywhere, lasting a few months or many years until they have learned enough to get along. The benefits include accessibility, reduced cost, convenience and a more individualized approach to higher education.

Andrews is participating in this new approach to learning through its own distance education program (formerly Griggs University and Griggs International Academy). It is less costly, courses can be taken at the student’s individual pace, and they are available anywhere with access to the Internet. This year our distance learning programs enroll nearly 1,400 more students than our campus programs and they are growing. Will that mean the end of the university as we know it?

It is worth remembering that the university not only admits students and places them in front of professors to be taught. It does other things too, specifically it gathers highly talented, well-educated people in one place, including many promising students, and invites them to discover new things that were not known before. Only university people are given the freedom to do that. Researchers who work in industry labs are generally told what to work on, but university people can study just about anything they find interesting and promising. The Internet was invented in a university. MRI diagnostic scanners were first dreamed up in a university and the history of world civilization was written there. The Protestant reformation began in the mind of a university man. The human genome project was sprinkled throughout many national and international universities. Or think of the Nobel Prizes in physics, chemistry, medicine and economics—nearly all have gone to university people. In fact, most new insights into theoretical physics and biochemistry that have changed our lives so much have come out of the university.

The university matters not merely because it provides a place for students to take classes. And it is true, classes can now be taken online while traveling or sitting on a beach, anywhere. But the great advances in knowledge happen when multiple brilliant minds of teachers and students, committed to truth, meet together freely to satisfy their curiosity about our world and the life we live. Until another place is found for such people to meet and discover truth, the university is needed. Let us not shut it down just because some students can take some classes on their tablet or smartphone. That would be a great loss, also for Christianity, because it too has been nurtured for centuries by universities like Andrews.

Do we really need universities in the 21st century?

Niels-Erik Andreasen
President
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A favorite read

I subscribe to a number of magazines that I really enjoy, but FOCUS is definitely my favorite. I look forward to receiving it every quarter and usually read it cover-to-cover the same day that it lands in my mailbox. You and your staff do a terrific job. FOCUS is very well-written and visually appealing. The topics are always interesting and it’s fun to read about campus current events and the history of Andrews University and its staff and students. Thank you for the great job you and your staff do on FOCUS.

Mike Hamblin (BA ’96)

Long-term leadership without term limits

“20 Years of Vision and Leadership” by Meredith Jones-Gray [summer 2014] on President Niels-Erik and Demetra Andreasen caused me to cogitate—is the couple of such high caliber, character and consistency adequately compensated? Particularly when they had to endure the public indignity of what Andreasen calls a “dent” and which FOCUS euphemistically refers to as “a moment of unrest on the board” where they didn’t just bench him but unceremoniously bounced him off the administrative team—while his wife was abroad!

As minor as we like to make this moment in 2006, Wikipedia made note of it: wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrews_University. The Bible records the travails of both Daniel and Joseph—men in high leadership positions who ended up with arrest records. As we know, they and Andresen were eventually all reinstated/elevated. Kudos to FOCUS for again not dodging the difficulties that even presidential couples face. As we train future leaders, you didn’t mislead our youth or readership into thinking that leadership, even in church circles, is fair nor easy. It lends credibility to your publication and gives me confidence that I can trust FOCUS.

On a much broader scale, the article is a case study supporting the repeal of the U.S. presidential term limiting Amendment XXII of the U.S. Constitution. If Andrews’ campuses finds the consistent and persistent leadership of a university president good for the equivalent of five terms of a U.S. president, possibly this country and others can learn from the fine examples of Andrews and Analdeusen!

J. T. Shim (att.)

Diversity discrepancy

I’m in Uganda so I often see web information late. The summer issue of FOCUS really drove home how far behind the institution is at the leadership level. The [cover] photo revealed not one minority at the decision making level. It is a shame that at a Christian institution we have that problem. It seems that nothing has changed much since I was a student there.

Sylvia Callender-Carter (BS ’79)
Fall 2014 enrollment and rankings report

Enrollment down, but national rankings on the rise

Like many universities nationwide this fall, Andrews University continues to see a decrease in its enrollment, with 3,418 undergraduate, graduate and post-doctoral students enrolled on our main campus. This represents an overall decrease of 98 students since fall 2013. Overall undergraduate enrollment is 1,805 students, with 1,613 enrolled in graduate programs.

In particular, freshman class enrollments have also decreased, with 273 enrolling this fall as first-time freshmen, for a total freshman class of 372 students.

“As we’ve studied, in particular, these fall 2014 undergraduate enrollment trends, we find that our enrollment reflects overall trends in national demographics and Seventh-day Adventist data within North America that predict declining undergraduate enrollments in many colleges and universities,” says Randy Graves, vice president for Enrollment Management. “As a result, in the months to come, we’ll need to explore additional ideas and initiatives that help make even more clear the high value of an education at Andrews University, while working to continue to keep costs as proportional as possible to the financial abilities of students and their families.”

The graduate programs enrolled 313 new graduate students this fall, for a second year of increases in overall graduate enrollment. “We are proud of our graduate students, both on our campus and around the world. In our School of Graduate Studies & Research, we ultimately believe that the education that Andrews University offers can aspire to generate a change in the individual and therefore a change in the family, the society and the world,” says Christon Arthur, dean.

The School of Distance Education oversees the operations of Griggs University and Griggs International Academy (GIA) programs, and also coordinates affiliate and extension education sites for the University throughout the United States and around the world. Altogether, approximately 2,800 students pursue Andrews University degrees at affiliate or extension sites worldwide. GIA teaches 2,115 students worldwide.

The early part of each academic year is also a time when U.S. News & World Report ranks Andrews University, as well as more than 1,600 other schools throughout the U.S. Within that ranking report, U.S. News includes 280 institutions formally ranked as National Universities (the report ranks a total of 1,596 universities and colleges).

In the 2015 rankings, Andrews is listed at #168 in the National University rankings. This year’s ranking is an improvement of 13 places over the 2014 ranking. Andrews is the only Seventh-day Adventist institution included in this classification and U.S. News list.

Andrews University made a few other U.S. News & World Report distinctive ranking lists. The University is tied second nationally in Campus Ethnic Diversity among national universities, a ranking shared with Stanford University, University of Houston and St. John’s University in New York.

With 14 percent of our student body composed of international students, Andrews is tied for 7th (with University of San Francisco and Northeastern University in Boston), an improvement of five places over the 2014 rankings in Most International Students.

Additional individual and online programs were also singled out for recognition. Go to andrews.edu/news for the complete enrollment and ranking report.

Recognition of Andreasens’ 20 years of service

Including the launch of the Demetra Lougani Andreasen Endowed Scholarship Fund

The campus and the worldwide Adventist education community paused briefly this fall to recognize Niels-Erik Andreasen’s landmark 20 years of service as president of Andrews University. At the annual fall University Convocation, he was surprised with tributes presented by Andrea Luxton and Frances Faehner, and a video tribute by his grandchildren.

On Monday, October 13, his service was recognized during the afternoon session of the General Conference Annual Council, where Ben Schoun read a citation and Lisa Beardsley-Hardy presented the Award of Excellence from the GC Department of Education.

The Andrews University Alumni Association surprised him yet again with the Honored Alumni medallion. President’s Council and Board of Trustees thanked him for his leadership and service during their fall meetings.

Demetra Andreasen has served graciously and thoughtfully as our first lady, often while her husband was absent from their home as he traveled. Her contributions were noted at the Women’s Scholarship Brunch (right), where Stella Greig announced the launch of the Demetra Lougani Andreasen Endowed Scholarship Fund. Demetra, who as a young international undergraduate student, received a scholarship that changed the course of her life, has had a mission to help female students with their financial needs. She says, “It is my way of expressing my gratitude to God for what He did for me.”

Proceeds from the endowment will be used to award scholarship monies to international undergraduate women studying at Andrews. At present, all the scholarships the committee awards are given to women in graduate studies. However, unlike American citizens, international undergraduates do not have the same access to student loans and similar funding sources as citizens do. Join the committee in establishing this special scholarship. Details on ways to give are found at andrews.edu/development.

We thank God for the leadership of the Andreasens on campus, in our local community, and around the world, and pray for many more fruitful years at Andrews University.
Cortes presents for HMS Richards Lectureship
Discussing the challenging issue of young adults leaving the Adventist church

This year’s HMS Richards Lectureship speaker was Laffit Cortes, campus chaplain and associate pastor at Pacific Union College in Angwin, California. Cortes spoke on the issue of young adults leaving the Seventh-day Adventist Church. Over the course of two days in October, Cortes delivered three presentations to seminar participants and community members.

For his first presentation, “You LOST me,” Cortes enlightened the audience on what can be done to open a dialogue with the “millenials/mosasics.” As an example he described a ministry he had with young people who had found themselves in the drug and gang scene. “He had church with them in a neutral zone—a house,” explains Christa McConnell, a second-year grad student studying youth and young adult ministry, who attended all three lectures. “They didn’t even realize they were having church. They would eat, fellowship with each other, and have a mini Bible study.”

Cortes continued by sharing a story from one of those sessions. At one point he read the verse that says, “Where two or three are gathered in My name, there I am in the midst of them” (Matt. 18:20). The young people paused, then someone asked, “Wait, we’re having church right now?” When Cortes answered yes, the teens were shocked.

“It blew their minds,” Cortes said with a smile. “This kind of experience helped them accept the idea of church because they were enjoying themselves and it was so unlike anything they had ever experienced having to do with church before.”

In his second presentation, “You FOUND me,” Cortes shared the nine characteristics of church that are reaching the “Lost” generation. One of these characteristics is a lack of separation between demographics. “They have Spanish church and they have English church, but it all happens in the same building,” McConnell recalls from Cortes’ presentation. “They don’t tell those who don’t speak English to go make their own church somewhere else, they accommodate them and bring them all together as one church. The same is true of the youth and the adults. They are not separated—they meet together and the service reflects the interests and needs of both. He emphasized community a lot.”

Though it’s difficult to please everyone, Cortes says it’s important to design a church service so that everyone in attendance can find something that appeals to them and gives them a worshipful experience. “Church should represent a multicultural and multigenerational experience,” he said. “Not just one demographic should be able to worship.”

Laffit Cortes

The HMS Richards Lectureship on Biblical Preaching is an annual event named after the world-renowned Voice of Prophecy founder. The series is sponsored by the Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary and seeks to advance the theory and practice of Bible-based preaching.

“The rationale for this lectureship was based on Elder Richards’ belief that there is nothing higher in the world than the preaching of the gospel,” stated Hyveth Williams, professor of homiletics in the Seminary.

It is hoped that through this lectureship participants not only become aware of this challenging issue, but also become equipped to reach and retain young adults within the Adventist church.

Celebration of Research
Featuring faculty and graduate student research

This campus-wide event held October 31, 2014, showcased the culture of research and creative scholarship produced by faculty and graduate students at Andrews. The plenary presentations were given by the winners of the Siegfried H. Horn Excellence in Research and Creative Scholarship Award.

Benjamin Navia, associate professor of biology, is shown explaining his research to Emmanuel Rudatsikira, dean of the School of Health Professions. Andrews University will have the privilege of hosting the 2015 Michigan Academy of Science, Arts & Letters on Friday, March 13, 2015.

andrews.edu/research
Hamel emphasizes innovation and change
To School of Business Administration students and faculty

In October, alumnus Gary Hamel presented his very own way to “Outrun the Future” to students and faculty in the School of Business Administration. Hamel has been ranked by The Wall Street Journal as one of the world’s most influential business thinkers and referred to by Fortune Magazine as a leading expert on business strategy.

“Outrun the Future”

Hamel focused on the future throughout the entire presentation, emphasizing innovation and change.

Hamel motivated the audience to think about “problems that are mind-bending” and asked stimulating questions like, “How do we be relentlessly optimistic?” and “Why don’t we aim higher?”

“It was exactly the kind of thing that education is all about,” says Brent Geraty, University legal counsel, who attended the event. “He challenged the students—all of us—to think about things as they could be rather than as they are.”

“I believe our current students should not concentrate solely on the theory,” says Hamel. “It’s a good base but they need to go through it and forward and focus on the future.”

He continued by sharing with the audience his idea of the competitive advantage.

“One way of getting that is to be ahead of the competition—to do something different, unique, and out of the box.”

After the presentation Hamel socialized with the students, signed books and answered their questions.

“Hamel certainly did not come across as unapproachable,” says Stembridge. “He was extremely friendly and happy to be here. I think he was pleased it was a good turnout of students, because that’s who he wanted to talk to.”

Students seemed very enthusiastic about Hamel’s talk. Many were honored to have attended the event.

“The presentation was crisp, innovative and intellectually stimulating,” says Azez Hagos, senior finance major. “It feels good when I find myself studying at a school where Gary Hamel completed his undergraduate and graduate studies!”

Junior Preview
Introducing students to the Andrews advantage

On November 9 and 10, 219 prospective students visited the campus of Andrews University to experience a taste of university life. The majority of them were juniors from Lake Union Conference academies, including Andrews Academy, Battle Creek Academy, Grand Rapids Academy, Great Lakes Adventist Academy, Hinsdale Academy, Indiana Academy, Peterson-Warren Academy and Wisconsin Academy. A few came from as far away as California, Bermuda and the Bahamas.

While here they teamed up for the Junior Preview version of Almost Anything Goes in Johnson Gym on Sunday, enjoyed worship skits and music in Buller Hall, and visited academic departments of interest.
Fall 2014 at the Howard

Visit howard.andrews.edu for a schedule of more upcoming events and to purchase tickets online. Schedule is subject to change.

Howard Center Presents...

HIS Creation
Saturday, January 10, 6 & 8 p.m.
$8 reserved seating, $5 students & children

The Filharmonic
Sunday, January 18, 7 p.m.
$15 reserved seating
A six-member a cappella boy band from Los Angeles, California.

David Phelps
Sunday, January 25, 7 p.m.
$30 premium reserved seating
$25 reserved seating
David Phelps has won two GRAMMYs and four Dove Awards.

Carla Trynchuk, Chi Yong Yun, Stephen Framil
Saturday, February 14, 8 p.m.
$10 reserved seating, free for students
Violin, cello and piano trio.

Tied Up in Knotts
Sunday, February 15, 7 p.m.
$15 reserved seating
Karen Knotts performs and tells stories about her legendary father, Don Knotts.

Brandon & Rich Ridenour
Sunday, February 22, 7 p.m.
$15 reserved seating, $5 students
This father and son team have been entertaining together since Brandon was 7.

Clockwise from top left: Petar Jankovic Ensemble, September 7 » Local Business Expo, September 21 » Lake Effect Jazz, September 21 » Irish Folk & Celtic Duo, September 28 » Fischoff Winners: Telegraph Quartet, October 12 » University Wind Symphony Fall Concert, October 18 » Jars of Clay, October 19 » Symphony Orchestra Fall Concert, October 25 » Honors Church, November 8 » University Singers: Songs of Solitude and Renewal, November 8 » Charles & Julie Reid: An Evening of Love Songs, November 15 (photo by Rob Ritzenthaler) » Wind Symphony Holiday Concert, November 22

Tickets are now available online! Visit howard.andrews.edu or call the Box Office at 269-471-3560 or 888-467-6442 to order by phone.
The question of women’s ordination has passionate proponents on both sides of the issue who are more than happy to state their opinion—even without being asked. But there is a third group. Perhaps intimidated by the intensity, and too often, the animosity found in both camps, they remain largely silent. Or, they may simply choose not to comment on issues they’re not sure they fully understand.

Pacific Press® has published a book specifically created to help church members get to the heart of what has become a contentious subject. “Questions and Answers About Women’s Ordination,” edited by Martin Hanna and Cindy Tutsch, is a clear and concise presentation on the subject of women’s ordination that provides solid, bibliologically-based answers to 151 key questions.

Dwight K. Nelson, senior pastor of PMC, who served on the Theology of Ordination Study Committee, had this to say, “While church commissions and committees have already invested hundreds of hours in this study, ‘Questions and Answers About Women’s Ordination’ is concise and clear, and will be an invaluable aid to all of us who seek God’s will for our third millennial church.”

Co-editor Martin Hanna, associate professor of historical theology at the Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary, says, “It has been a privilege to collaborate with Cindy Tutsch in this project which presents a summary of data from the Bible and from Seventh-day Adventist history that is relevant to the subject of the ordination of women as pastors. The data indicates that God is preparing men and women to be pastors and preparing the church to affirm men and women equally when they serve faithfully in that office.” Hanna also coedits Andrews University Seminary Studies.

Cindy Tutsch, who obtained both her BA and DMin from Andrews University, worked for more than 12 years as an associate director of the Ellen G. White Estate at the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists. During those years she preached in 61 countries, in all 13 divisions of the Seventh-day Adventist world church.

Gordon Bietz, president of Southern Adventist University says, “Sometimes complicated issues of a theological nature can result in more heat than light. I believe that a thoughtful reading of this book will contribute to the light that many are searching for on the issue.”

“Questions and Answers About Women’s Ordination” is available at AdventistBookCenter.com and at local ABCs. It is also available as an eBook.

(Some material adapted from Pacific Press Publishing release.)

Brian Strayer publishes book
Replete with “wit and wisdom” from students in his Western Civ classes

In “Kids Say the Darndest Things” (1957), Art Linkletter noted that small children often mix fantasy and reality, skewering their views of everyday life, much to the amusement of adults. But years later, when these entertaining Baby Boomers and Generation Xers entered college, they were still mixing fantasy with reality, as the bloopers on their history and English essays demonstrated. Sometimes by television’s distorted portrayal of history; by adroit misspellings, clever slips of the pen, or magnificent malapropisms, these youth produced a fractured, fictionalized, funny interpretation of key events and personalities.

Brian Strayer, professor of history, has taught history by the essay method to freshmen and sophomores at four colleges and universities: the University of Iowa, Southern Adventist University, Newbold College and Andrews University. This gave him the unique opportunity to read and collect hundreds of these bloopers straight from the pages of blue book exams. Some of the gems are witty; others show wise insights into human failures and foibles; while still others are humorous mainly because of their ignorance of factual detail. It is this combination of the punny and the profound, the comic and the correct, the ribald and the rational, which led him to adopt the subtitle Wit and Wisdom in Western Civilization.

During editing of the collection, the original wording—spelling, punctuation, and all—of each statement was preserved, except for the occasional change of a verb tense or addition or a transitional word or phrase for smoother syntax, flow of wording or identification.

The book is published by Spyderwort Press and is now available at amazon.com.
**Michael Polite hired as associate chaplain**

*Hailing from Nashville, Tennessee*

Michael Polite has taken on the position as Andrews University’s new associate chaplain. His service to the University began October 1, 2014. Polite comes from Nashville, Tennessee, where he served for five years as the associate pastor of youth and young adults for the Riverside congregation.

Polite graduated from Union College (Lincoln, Nebraska) and La Universidad de Sagunto (Sagunto, Spain) where he majored and specialized in language and linguistics. He is currently enrolled at Regent University (Virginia Beach, Virginia) where he is pursuing his doctorate in strategic communication.

As founder and director of ENERGY Ministries, a youth ministry program for the community of Riverside in Nashville, Polite has received recognition from media outlets such as USA Today, The Huffington Post, The Sydney Morning Herald in Australia, and the China Times.

Polite is largely involved with youth and young adult ministries. His main focus is to target the millennial generation.

“I feel as though I am being called to move the Y and Z generations,” shared Polite. “I strive to minister to the generation I am a part of. Where I can dig deep and understand our unique challenges and strengths.”

June Price, University chaplain, affirmed that Polite is a great addition to the Campus Ministries team.

“I believe his love for God coupled with his passion for young adults will profoundly affect many lives both now and for eternity,” she says.

Although in a completely different environment to which he is accustomed, Polite looks forward to what Andrews has in store for him.

“I am honored to be called to serve on a university campus,” he said. “To me, this is one of the most exciting fields to work in.”

---

**Hayward visits decades-old collection**

*From private collection of more than 200 mammal “study skin” specimens*

As a high school and college student, Jim Hayward, research professor of biology, planned to become a mammalogist. He made a private collection of more than 200 mammal “study skins,” specimens prepared for research in mammalian taxonomy.

During his senior year of college, however, he shifted his focus to ecology and donated his best specimens to Walla Walla College (now Walla Walla University) where he was a student. WWC had amassed an impressive collection of study skins, the work of two faculty members, Ernest S. Booth and Alfred E. Perry and their students. But by the 1990s Walla Walla had no mammalogist and a decision was made to donate the collection, including Hayward’s specimens, to the Burke Museum at the University of Washington.

Hayward recently visited the Burke with his collaborator-wife Shandelle Henson, professor of mathematics, and also an ecologist. They requested permission to access the collection to identify a shrew from their research site on Protection Island, Washington. In addition, Hayward asked to see the study skins he had prepared many years before. The collections manager was more than happy to oblige. The photo on the left shows Hayward as a college junior during the late 1960s holding one of his favorite specimens, a ringtail (*Bassariscus astutus*), collected in Texas when he was a freshman. The photo on the right shows him nearly 45 years later holding the same specimen at the Burke. “It was a thrill to see and touch all those specimens I worked so passionately to collect and preserve those many years ago!” exclaims Hayward. “The ringtail hasn’t changed a bit!” quips Henson with a grin.
Ostrander retires from TLC

Teaching teachers was his passion and vocation

Raymond Ostrander, professor of teacher education, has retired after 22 years of teaching teachers at Andrews University.

Ostrander began his time at Andrews in 1992 with what he refers to as “two daunting boxes of material” and the direction that he was now in charge of the International Counsel for Accreditation for Teacher Education or ICATE for the School of Education. He also worked as an editor for the Journal of Research on Christian Education, supervised student teachers and taught a semester at Newbold College in England.

Ostrander began with teaching classes such as language arts methods, developmental reading and content area reading methods in the undergraduate education program, occasionally overseeing a student’s doctoral dissertation. Eventually, he began teaching graduate classes including courses on improving instruction, online methods and history curriculum.

“I think one of my favorite classes to teach was my methods for teaching writing class because of the creativity the students would present,” says Ostrander. “As I’m modeling what I would expect them to do in a classroom with kids and watching them implement those methods while creating their own style it’s inspirational. Some of the work they came up with was just incredible.”

Ostrander decided he wanted to teach teachers based on what he saw his professors doing.

“In every single education course I took the teacher had absolutely no K-12 experience,” he says. “They were really good with theory but when asked a practical question they couldn’t answer it with a, ‘Here’s what I would do.’ I found that frustrating and wanted to change that for future generations of learners.”

During his college career, Ostrander attended five different institutions including Pacific Union College (Angwin, California) and California State University-Bakersfield. After graduation Ostrander taught for 17 years at several different schools, including Glenview Junior Academy, Sunnydale Academy and College View Academy. During those 17 years, he earned both his master’s and doctoral degrees.

Ostrander also spent several years at a one-room school. As a result of this experience, he enjoys taking a constructivist approach to teaching, placing students in peer groups to enable even more learning.

“Teaching in that one-room school was a real education for me,” he said. “It was an education for me on how to teach because my first year there I had 18 students. I became better at organizing and I learned how to pair the students. That’s really when I started becoming a constructivist.”

During his second year at the school, Ostrander had 23 students. After school each day, he would create a lesson plan and go over it with his aids before finishing lesson plans for the rest of the students.

“I was the principal, I was the teacher, I was the janitor, I was the yard man, I was the disciplinarian,” he recalls.

“As faculty emeritus I can still teach here at Andrews, which I love to do,” he says. “Travel is in my plans and so is fishing. I love to fish.”

Although Ostrander has been led in a variety of directions, he doesn’t forget God’s promises.

“We don’t always see the faithfulness because when things don’t go the way we expect we get upset. In hindsight, several years down the road—maybe more than several years—that vision becomes very clear. Some people may say I was lucky in life. It’s not luck. It’s always been God.”

Lake Region gains two

Clifford Jones and Tim Nixon leave Andrews

During a recent constituency meeting of the Lake Region Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, R. Clifford Jones, associate dean of the Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary and Timothy Nixon, associate chaplain, were invited to become president and secretary, respectively. Both men accepted the positions and have assumed their duties at the conference office based in Chicago, Illinois.

Jones served the Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary for a total of 19 years. He served as the associate dean for 10 years, and as a professor in the Department of Christian Ministry. He served as a pastor in the Northeast Conference of Seventh-day Adventists from 1979–1995.

A graduate of Fitchburg State University (Massachusetts) and Andrews University, he went on to earn a DMin from New York Theological Seminary (1989) and a PhD from Western Michigan University (2001). Jones has authored numerous articles in popular, professional and scholarly journals, and has published three books.

Timothy Nixon served 15 of his 33 years of ministry at Andrews, beginning as administrative chaplain in 1998. In 2003 he became associate chaplain in charge of inreach, including many on-campus spiritual initiatives such as Higher Ground, Fusion, Impact, Week of Prayers and much more.

Under Nixon’s mentoring, New Life Fellowship has been a dynamic training ground for more than 100 seminarians, mentored as associate pastors, and hundreds of students trained as church officers.

Nixon completed his DMin at Andrews University in May 2011.

Left: R. Clifford Jones and his wife Elva at a farewell held in the Seminary Chapel on September 2, 2014

Right: Tim Nixon preaches his farewell sermon at New Life Fellowship in the Seminary Chapel
HOMECOMING
For a complete overview of the 2014 Alumni Homecoming Weekend, please visit the following website:
alumni.andrews.edu
**Niels-Erik Andreasen (MA ’65, BD ’66)**

At 20 years and counting, Niels-Erik Andreasen is the longest-serving president of Andrews University. He started in that position in 1994 and also serves as professor of Old Testament studies at the Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary.

Born in Fredensborg, Denmark, Andreasen lived in Denmark for his first 19 years. He then studied at Newbold College, in Bracknell, England, for three years and immigrated to the United States in 1963. Andreasen graduated in 1963 with a bachelor’s degree in religion and history from Newbold College. He holds two degrees from Andrews University: a Master of Arts in biblical studies, which he received in 1965; and a Bachelor of Divinity in 1966. In 1971, he received a doctorate degree in religious studies from Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee.

Andreasen graduated in 1963 with a bachelor’s degree in religion and history from Newbold College. He holds two degrees from Andrews University: a Master of Arts in biblical studies, which he received in 1965; and a Bachelor of Divinity in 1966. In 1971, he received a doctorate degree in religious studies from Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee.

In 1970, Andreasen began what is nearing half a century of teaching and leadership posts for Seventh-day Adventist colleges and universities. From 1970 to 1977, he taught religion at Pacific Union College in Angwin, California. From 1977 to 1990, he served in various positions at Loma Linda University (Riverside and Loma Linda, California campuses), including dean of the Loma Linda University School of Religion. In addition, he was a visiting lecturer in Australia, England, El Salvador, Costa Rica, Hong Kong, Puerto Rico, France, Germany and New Zealand.

In 1990, Andreasen was named president of Walla Walla College in College Place, Washington. He served in that capacity until July 1994, when he became the fifth president of Andrews University.

Andreasen is the author of three books, including “The Christian Use of Time” and “The Old Testament Sabbath,” as well as numerous articles and reviews.

As an author, professor, Old Testament scholar, and leader, Andreasen has brought a wealth of experience and wisdom to many venues during his distinguished career. He has served on a number of hospital and institutional boards, as well as many committees at the General Conference level. He has also helped many affiliated institutions to acquire accreditation during his tenure as president of Andrews.

Andreasen is married to Demetra Lougani of Athens, Greece. Their family includes one son, Michael, who is vice president for advancement at the University of Oregon, his wife Marie, and two grandchildren, Caleb and Jordan.

---

**Glenn Hill (BS ’54, MA ’68)**

Glenn Harold Hill is a retired pastor evangelist who attended Mount Vernon Academy before coming to Emmanuel Missionary College in 1950. He graduated from EMC with a Bachelor of Arts in religion and minor in biblical languages in 1954 and again in 1968 with a Master of Arts in religion. Glenn was able to pay all his school bills by selling Adventist books in the summers, gaining scholarships and taking campus jobs. He served as the pastor of churches in Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Louisiana, before officially retiring in 1999 after 41 years of ministry. He was ordained in 1959. From 1980–1988 he stepped away from the pulpit to serve the Michigan Conference of Seventh-day Adventists in a departmental capacity. During his years as a pastor he also helped to spearhead building programs at many churches.

Glenn says, “EMC and Andrews played a major part in shaping my values and concept of ministry. Many teachers provided strong role models. It was there that the love between me and Mary Alice (Gyde) developed and culminated in our marriage on May 17, 1954—the day after graduation. We were married in the Lamson Hall Chapel by Edwin Thiele.”

Glenn has published in the Youth’s Instructor and Lake Union Herald and authored “The Sanctuary,” published in Korean and English in 1986. It has since been translated into seven additional languages. While working for the Michigan Conference he also began a weekly news sheet for church leaders named Leader’s Digest and the monthly Michigan Memo to all Adventist households in Michigan.

He says, “Since retiring we have been privileged to conduct 53 evangelistic series overseas in 15 countries. It has been our joy to help
establish about 50 new congregations and help build new church and school buildings in many places.”

They have visited a total of 45 countries over the years, many as part of study tours with Siegfried Horn through the lands of the Bible.

Mary Alice Hill (BA ’54, MA ’68)

Mary Alice (Gyde) Hill was born in Oak Harbor, Ohio and currently lives in Gentry, Arkansas. She graduated from Emmanuel Missionary College with a major in mathematics and a minor in physics in 1954. Mary returned to Andrews University for summer classes in 1962, 1964 and 1968 to earn an MA in education, with an emphasis in elementary education.

She began her teaching career in 1972 in the Battle Creek, Michigan church school. For the next 15+ years she taught in various Indiana and Michigan schools.

Mary Alice remembers attending a small Seventh-day Adventist church where children were included in Sabbath School and church activities, and going to country public schools for 12 years. Emmanuel Missionary College offered additional spiritual opportunities. She says, “Teachers were committed, caring and encouraging. This provided the environment for spiritual growth and focus on mission. Thank you, EMC.”

Throughout their ministry, Mary Alice assisted or led out in Sabbath School, children’s departments at church, and camp meetings. They chose for her to be a stay-at-home mother until all three of their children were in school. During retirement, she and her husband have been actively involved in overseas evangelism. She gives children’s presentations and health and/or family talks. She and Glenn have also served as tour guides for Messiah’s Mansion, the full-size model of the Mosaic wilderness tabernacle which tours throughout the U.S.

She and her husband, Glenn, have three children, Lucinda Sue Hill Spencer (att.), Glenn Paul Hill (MDiv ’93, DMin ’14), and David Stanley Hill (att.). All three have followed the missionary example of their parents.

Samir Serrano (BA ’94, BS ’94)

Samir David Serrano is currently a field automation engineer in the state of Ohio for Tecan US, Inc.

Born in Mayaguez, Puerto Rico, Samir moved with his family to the U.S. when his parents decided that Samir and his brother Salim needed to learn English. They moved to Berrien Springs without any external support other than their faith in God.

For the first year and a half, Samir attended the Berrien Springs public school system. God placed teachers there who continued to develop and encourage his academics and English acquisition. Thanks to Principal Richard Orrison, both Samir and his brother were eventually able to transfer to Andrews Academy. He says, “Combining generous scholarship monies with a work-study program and our parents’ sacrificial contributions, we were privileged once more with an Adventist education.”

After academy graduation, he attended Andrews University where he found more dedicated faculty and staff “whose goal was to educate our minds, body and spirit, not only for this life but also for eternity.

“Attending Andrews University was possible thanks to grants and scholarships funded by past alumni who saw the eternal value of an Adventist Christian education. During my time at Andrews I was able to study at Bogenhofen in Austria, where I learned German and met people from many different cultures,” he says.

Samir graduated in 1994 with a BS in chemistry, BA in German and math minor. His master’s thesis, “Isolation Studies and Synthetic Approaches to Biosynthetic Precursors of Nodularis Spumigena,” was prepared for an MS in organic chemistry, which he received from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in 2000. He also received three fellowships: the Lycan Fellowship, Graduate College Fellowship and National Institutes of Health Minority Fellowship.

He says, “While at Andrews, God gave me the biggest blessing of my life. It was there I met my wonderful wife, Deborah Smith Serrano (BA ’95, BS ’95). This led to four more blessings—our children Katelynne, Caleb, Rosa and Liliana.”

Samir worked as a senior scientist for Roche Pharmaceuticals from 1998 through February 2014. He has been a member of numerous professional and special interest groups, including the American Chemical Society, Laboratory Robotics Interest Group and Lehigh Valley Flying Club. He has also registered two U.S. patents.

Samir has been involved with many church and community activities, including Pathfinder and Adventurer Clubs, Sabbath School teacher, Garden State Academy class sponsor, high school tutor of math, science and Spanish, and church choir member/chorister. He also enjoys travelling abroad, having already visited 17 countries.
HONORED CLASSES

Class of 1954

Front Row (L–R): Paul Cress, Dorothy Bradford, Glenn Hill, Mary Alice (Gyde) Hill, Charlotte Groff, Ardith Tait, Donna Habenicht, Herald Habenicht


Class of 1964


Class of 1974

Front Row (L–R): Marilyn Castelbuono, Connie Schwarz Smith, Donna Krogstad, Joan Francis

Back Row (L–R): Cecil Jorgensen, Brian Strayer, Arnt Krogstad, Robert Bouchard, Harvey Brennever, Hayward Penny
Class of 1984

Front Row (L–R): Greg Smith, Shari Smoot, Lilia Moncrieff, Sharon (Candy) Aka, Gabrielle Calderara-Roesch, Rachael Selent, Terri L Calkins, Darah Regal

Back Row (L–R): Kenneth Logan, Steven Atkins, Enilson Sarli, Larry Cruttenden, Scott Moncrieff, Dan Hamstra, Humberto Samuel Hernandez, Jeffery Regal, Randy Robertson

Class of 1994


Back Row (L–R): Josh Pierre, Samir Serrano, Ryan Hayes, Christopher Randall

Class of 1989

L–R: Greg Wardecke, Héctor Dominguez

Class of 2004

L–R: Tunisia Peters, Rita Seay, Brigette Hinds, Patricia Spangler
Alumni calendar of events

For more information visit us online at www.andrews.edu/alumni/ or contact the Office of Alumni Services at 269-471-3591 or alumni@andrews.edu.

February

5 Indianapolis Regional Event
In conjunction with AUPT Combined Sections Meeting (CSM)
6 p.m.
The Old Spaghetti Factory, Inc.
210 South Meridian Street
Indianapolis, Indiana

8 Newport Beach Regional Event
11 a.m.
True Food Kitchen
Fashion Island Shopping Center
451 Newport Center Drive
Newport Beach, California

8 Riverside Regional Event
6 p.m.
The Old Spaghetti Factory, Inc.
3191 Mission Inn Ave
Riverside, California

10 Roseville Regional Event
6 p.m.

March

15 Portland Regional Event
11 a.m.
Location to be determined

19 Walla Walla Regional Event
6 p.m.
Jacobi’s Cafe
416 North Second
Walla Walla, Washington

Regional events

Maryland
Tuesday, October 14, 2014
Alumni and friends met in Columbia, Maryland for supper. Local alumnus Nathan Krause (MDiv ’10) offered opening prayer. David Faehner (MA ’72), Andriy Kharkovyy (BS ’06, MBA ’09) and Hebe Soares (att) shared photos and updates from campus. Niels-Erik Andreassen (MA ’65, BD ’66) was able to join and wrapped things up by taking questions and offering the benediction at the end of the evening.

New York
Wednesday, October 15, 2014
Several local alumni met at Nick’s Pizza for a family style dinner in their private room. David Faehner, Hebe Soares and Andriy Kharkovyy hosted guests and shared news and pictures from campus. It was nice to see both familiar and new faces this year.

Bermuda
Sunday, November 16, 2014
Nearly 60 alumni from the island met at Windows on the Sound for a lovely Bermudian brunch at the Fairmont Southampton. Jeffrey Brown (MDiv ’83, PhD ’93) offered prayer and Tami Condon (BS ’91, MA ’13) shared pictures and news from campus. It was good to catch up and reminisce about Andrews. Tami also presented on behalf of Andrews at Bermuda Institute for their parent event on Monday and college fair on Tuesday.

RSVP for an event: RSVP for the above gatherings online at AU&ME, our alumni community: alumni.andrews.edu/rsvp
1960s

Jon Dybdahl (MA ’66, BD ’67, former faculty) has been named president of Gospel Outreach, which is headquartered in College Place, Washington. Dybdahl has been an evangelist, church planter and pastor in Thailand and Singapore. He taught theology at colleges and universities in Asia, Michigan and Washington. From 1990 to 2002, he served at the Institute of World Mission and the Department of World Mission at Andrews University. From 2002 to 2006, Dybdahl was president of Walla Walla University. Dybdahl took office September 1, 2014 after Dan Preas, past president, resigned to focus on his ministry as chaplain at the Washington State Penitentiary in Walla Walla. Gospel Outreach is an all-volunteer organization that works closely with the Seventh-day Adventist Church to provide support for more than 2,000 indigenous Bible workers in North Africa, the Middle East, India, China, the Philippines and other countries in the 10/40 Window—an area where 97 percent of the world’s unreached live.

1970s

With a suggested title “Missionaries,” missiologist Borge Schantz (MA ’74) authored 13 lessons on Bible characters from both Old and New Testaments who had contacts with the nations and individual non-Jewish persons around Israel. The 13 lessons render interesting aspects of evangelism for modern Christians in their witnessing call in foreign fields as well as next door neighbors. The lessons, having received final approval from the 41 theologians and church leaders who serve on the Sabbath school lesson reading committee, will provide the theme for the 130,000 Sabbath schools attended by 15 million persons in 209 countries. Two and one-half million lesson booklets will be printed in 82 languages. Biblical studies specialist Steven Thompson (MDiv ’72) was the critical editor of the lessons. A 13-chapter companion book to the lessons will be published by Pacific Press, with Thompson as the main author and Schantz as collaborating author. Iris and Borge Schantz retired in 1996 and moved back to their family in Denmark after 13 years at Newhold. In his retirement, Schantz continues to lecture in various parts of the world and is still professor in the School of Allied Health Professions at Loma Linda University. Iris and Borge have just celebrated their diamond wedding anniversary.

Etzer Obas (MDiv ’75, MTh ’94, PhD ’97) officially retired from serving in Haiti in 2005. The General Conference then sent him to Africa where he served in the Congo for four years. He is now enjoying his retirement fully while still preaching in churches.

Beverly Kae (Sawvell) Sturges (BS ’79) received the UC Davis 2014 School of Veterinary Medicine (SVM) Faculty Clinical Excellence Award in recognition of her exceptional commitment to patient care, outstanding clinical instruction for DVM and residency training, and her expertise and achievement in research to advance the discipline of clinical neurology and neurosurgery. Sturges earned her DVM from Oregon State University. She pursued private practice in the USA for five years followed by four years in Sydney, Australia. Sturges returned to Davis to complete her residency in neurology and neurosurgery in 1998, became board certified in the American College of Veterinary Internal Medicine in Neurology and joined the School’s faculty team. She is currently a professor of clinical neurology and neurosurgery. She is extremely well respected at the state, national and international level for her expertise in clinical neurology and neurosurgery, and has been described as one of the premier neurosurgeons in veterinary medicine.

1980s

Carole A. Rayburn (MDiv ’80) has been elected to Fellow in the American Psychological Association Division on Evaluation, Measurement, and Statistics. Rayburn has proposed and published on a new field and discipline, theobiology: the interface of theology/religion/spirituality with all sciences. Besides developing, copyrighting and publishing the “Inventory on Spirituality and Inventory on Religion,” she has also done the same for the “Creative Personality Inventory” (and has proposed a theory of the Creative Personality) and the “Intuition Inventory.” She is a past-president of the APA Division on the Psychology of Religion and Spirituality and of the Maryland Psychological Association. In 2014, she contributed chapters to three handbooks in psychology. She continues to serve as a clinical, consultant and research psychologist in Silver Spring, Maryland.
Dennis Nickel (MDiv ’83) recently had his book “A Day in the Life of Jesus” published through TEACH Services, Inc. His wife, Jenny, and their children were responsible for seeing his dream of publishing his devotional to fruition. Dennis passed away on August 4, 2011. During his career, he served as a pastor in the Alberta and British Columbia Conferences of Seventh-day Adventists in Canada and the Upper Columbia Conference of Seventh-day Adventists in the U.S.

Wann Shanlang Fanwar (AT ’88) is celebrating his 50th birthday by undertaking a significant journey. On January 7, 2015, he will set out from New Delhi, India, via Nepal and will ride his bicycle up to Shillong in Meghalaya. Calculations indicate that he will cover about 1,500 miles as he travels through parts of Northern and Northeastern India and the Terai lowland of Nepal. This is projected to take a period of 13 days. Shann says, “As in all the other rides that I have undertaken, I choose to promote health, healthy choices and moderation. This year, as I turn half a century, I want to continue encouraging all to take an active role in taking care of themselves through physical exercise and healthy life choices.” To follow his journey visit fanwarfaith.blogspot.com.

Ernest Brake (MDiv ’92) has been the ministerial director for the British Columbia Conference for the last four years, and recently accepted a new role as assistant to the president for REACH in the area of strategic planning.

Gennelia Laluna-Schaeffer (BBA ’92) was recently named partner at Armstrong Betker and Schaeffer located in Saint Joseph, Michigan. Laluna-Schaeffer focuses her practice primarily on helping individuals obtain social security disability benefits. She has successfully argued hundreds of disability cases before administrative law judges, Appeals Council, and federal district court judges for close to ten years. Laluna-Schaeffer obtained her law degree in 2002 from Valparaiso University School of Law in Valparaiso, Indiana.

Errol Anthony Lawrence (MDiv ’92, DMin ’96) is lead pastor of the Toronto West Adventist Church in Etobicoke, Ontario, Canada. He was previously the ministerial director of the Ontario Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, chair of the Religious Studies Department and associate professor at Canadian University College in Alberta, Canada. Errol and his wife, Pam (att.), have four adult children, Abigail, Michaela (BA ’00, MDiv ’09), Anthony and Antonia, and were Inter-Division missionaries to Liberia. The most exciting event in the Lawrence family in the past month is the birth of their granddaughter, Ella Marie, born to their daughter Michaela and her husband Justin Jeffery (BMus ’04). In 2012 Errol published his first poetry book, “Juxtapoetry: Lessons from Life” He is currently working on another book, “Lessons from Liberia and Elsewhere.”

In March 2014, Michael J. Hamblin (BA ’96) was sworn into the U.S. Supreme Court Bar by Chief Justice John Roberts in a ceremony at the U.S. Supreme Court in Washington D. C. In September 2014, he was named by the national publishing company Law & Politics as a 2014 Michigan Super Lawyer for business litigation. He is in private practice at the Law Office of Michael J. Hamblin in Bloomfield Hills, Michigan.

Eric Bates (MDiv ’01) graduated from Westminster Theological Seminary in May 2014 with a DMin in biblical counseling. He accepted a call to serve as the senior pastor of the Arden, North Carolina Church and Family Life director of the Carolina Conference in July 2014.

Donald William Bishop (BSW ’05, MSW ’07) recently accepted a promotion to senior manager with Volunteers of America in Lansing, Michigan.

Christopher Combie (BA ’06) completed a PhD in Curriculum and Instruction: Higher Education Administration in March 2014 with an MBA cognate in leadership, management and organizational effectiveness at the University of South Florida and was selected as a director of the PhD program in Integrated Biomedical Sciences at the Morsani College of Medicine at USF Health, Tampa, Florida. He also serves as the senior organist at the Tampa First Adventist Church.
Births
Jacqueline-Kylie Mila Maldonado born May 18, 2016 to Rachel (BSW '03) and Jason (BA '02) Maldonado. She joins two brothers, Jackson, 5, and Jakobi, 2.

Deaths
Donald Richard Miller (BA '60), 81, of Colton, California, passed away on Friday, Oct. 31, 2014. He was born on Sept. 2, 1933 in Kitchener, Ontario, Canada to John and Laura Miller. He is survived by his loving wife, Penny (att.), daughters, Shelly Miller (att.) and Sherry Miller Fay (att.), grandchildren, Andrew and Emma Fay, Luke and Renee Leiden, as well as his brother, Kenneth Miller. Miller worked as a physician for over 50 years.

Lucile C. Davis (former staff), 96, of Ooltewah, Tennessee, died on Oct. 9, 2014. Lucile was a long-time resident of Berrien Springs from 1945–1998. She was married to Loyal W. Davis, who predeceased her on Dec. 31, 1994. Lucile was last employed as a postal clerk for Andrews University. She is survived by her son, Larry L. Davis (BS '58) of Ooltewah, Tennessee; three grandsons, Steven M. Davis of Stone Mountain, Georgia; Kevin S. Davis (BArch '89) of Gallatin, Tennessee; and K. Robin Davis of Dallas, Texas; and four great-grandsons.

Robert David Williams (BA '52), 90, died on Sept. 29, 2014. He was born to Charles and Lucy Williams in Toledo, Ohio, on Feb. 21, 1924. Bob served his country in the Army, in the Pacific Theater during World War II, between 1942 and 1945. Upon discharge, he attended Emmanuel Missionary College. Shortly after arriving on campus, Beverly Ann Cates (att.), caught his eye. They were married in 1947.

In college, Bob majored in theology and minored in music. From 1949 to 1951, he was invited to work with a fledgling children’s radio program, Your Story Hour, as their director, producer, announcer and other various roles. He also provided for his young family working many odd jobs to supplement the G.I. Bill.

After graduation, he started working as a pastor for the Michigan Conference. Bob was a musically gifted soloist and always maintained an interest in quartet music. For 17 years he sang baritone with The Gospel Heralders quartet. For 10 years, he pastored several churches in the Michigan Conference. In 1963 he was invited to become pastor of the Lodi Central Seventh-day Adventist Church. In 1969 he accepted an invitation to work for the Northern California Conference as the Stewardship and Family Life director. He retained that position until his retirement in 1989. In 1990 he and Ann chose to return to Lodi and retire. He continued to stay active serving as interim pastor for several nearby churches as needed, including Lodi English Oaks, Stockton, Elk Grove and Angels Camp until he “re-retired” in 2004.

Bob loved his Lord, and was a dedicated family man. He and Ann had four children, David, Charles (MDiv ’77), Marcia and John. He found enjoyment in cooking, baking and golf. He was preceded in death by his son David and all five of his brothers.

He leaves to mourn his wife of 67 years, Ann, two sons, Chuck (Susie) (BS '75), Napa, California; John, Dallas, Texas; one daughter, Marci (JR), Lodi, California; eight grandchildren, and three great-grandchildren.

Harry Eugene Olson (former faculty, att.), 82, of Berrien Springs, Michigan, passed away on Sept. 18, 2014.

He was born Oct. 10, 1931, in Springville, Tennessee. The family spent time in Minnesota and Oregon in Harry’s early years. He attended Walla Walla College in Washington State for one year until called into service during the Korean Conflict. After serving two years, he earned a BA from Pacific Union College in Angwin, California.

After graduation he taught auto mechanics, woodshop, welding and drafting, along with doing maintenance work at Thunderbird Academy in Scottsdale, Arizona. He continued his studies at PUC and received an MS in 1961. His next teaching assignment was Orangewood Academy in Garden Grove, California, where he taught the same subjects, plus algebra. From there he went to Lodi Academy in Lodi, California, where, in addition to teaching the shop classes, he ran a strong program helping students rebuild cars and earn money for school tuition.

His final teaching assignment was at Andrews University from 1983 to 1997 where he primarily taught auto body and welding. The students in this program also rebuilt many cars and sold them for profit, helping to defray educational expenses and also to augment the auto body program.

After his retirement, he kept busy with RV travels, home remodeling, teaching tricks to Diva (his special Yorkshire Terrier), helping friends and neighbors and church-related activities.

Harry was a lifelong Seventh-day Adventist and long-time member of Pioneer Memorial Church. Survivors include his wife, Janet (Wiemerslage) Olson (former staff, att.), whom he married in 1969; his daughters, Jayne (Larry) Taylor and Janelle (att.) (Bill) Howell; grandchildren, Erin Christiansen, Douglas LeDuc, Jennifer Lavezzo, Paydon Connelly and Scott Howell; two sisters, Lucy Olson and Nancy (Gary) White; and one brother, William (Donna) Olson.

Beside his parents, he was preceded in death by his youngest daughter, Jill Connelly.

Mildred [Mickey] W. Buller (DIP2YR ’39, BA ’41), 95, of Worthington, Ohio, passed away at home Tuesday, Sept. 9, 2014. She was born Dec. 12, 1918, in St. Louis, Missouri. Mickey grew up in Holland, Michigan in the midst of a large extended family including three cousins who were as close as sisters to her. She attended grade school and high school in Holland, playing on a girls’ softball team in elementary school.

In 1942 she married her college sweetheart Allan Buller (BA ’41), who was then a sergeant in the Army. During WWII, while he served as a medical supply officer in England, she was one of many “Tillie the Toiler” office workers helping the war effort at home. Immediately after the war, they moved to Worthington, where they lived for more than 67 years and raised their four children.

After all four were in school, Mickey earned her master’s degree and teaching credential, then worked as a teacher in the Gahanna school district. She also became one of the first reading specialists in the new Title I reading program, a position she held until she retired.

She was an active, longtime member of the Worthington Seventh-day Adventist Church and a member of the Worthington Prayer Breakfast for many years. In her church community, and in the larger Worthington community, she was a gracious and generous
In 1958 they answered the call of the Adventist Church in New Mexico. He began his ministry for the service of the church and by 1958 he had completed his bachelor’s degree from Platte Valley Academy in 1944, earning his master’s degree in education from Andrews University. Bill graduated from Shenandoah Valley Academy in 1944, earning his bachelor’s degree from Washington Adventist University in 1950 and his MA in education from Andrews University.

John was a denominational employee of the Seventh-day Adventist Church for 42 years. His first two years of service were in the Gettysburg/Waynesboro/Hanover district in Pennsylvania, where he interned as a pastor. His next 40 years were spent in Christian education as a secondary and elementary school teacher/principal.

He began his teaching career at Philadelphia Academy, forerunner of Blue Mountain Academy, in 1952. He then served in various other institutions in Virginia, Maryland, Kentucky, Pennsylvania and Tennessee. He ended his teaching career at Browning Elementary School in South Lancaster, Massachusetts, where he taught for 15 years, retiring in 1993.

John is survived by his wife of 51 years, Ruth (Nancy) Ward of Leominster; his two sons, John M. (Laura) Ward (att.) of Frederick, Maryland and Trent (Debbie SSD ’81) Ward (att.) of Darien, Illinois; his daughter, Heidi (att.) (Glenn) Banks of Barre, Vermont; and four grandchildren.


Bill was born June 2, 1937, in Clinton, Massachusetts. The family moved to Orlando, Florida, in 1945. He attended Forest Lake Academy for three years and then transferred to Union College. Bill graduated from Union in 1960 with a bachelor’s degree in religion. Next he went to the Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary and obtained a master’s degree in applied theology in 1961. He also received a master’s degree in public health from Loma Linda University in 1978.

He began pastoring in West Virginia in 1961. He later worked in Arizona, Washington, Wisconsin and Minnesota. Bill became Personal Ministries director for the Wisconsin Conference in 1983. He went back to pastoring in 1987. In 1993, he was asked to be director of Trust Services for the Minnesota Conference.

Bill had dreamed of being a missionary, so he was especially thrilled to hold an evangelistic series twice in Bulgaria and once in Peru. He and his wife Frances also taught English for a few months at Sir Run Run Shaw Hospital in Hangzhou, China. His other travels included Mexico, Canada, Russia, Moldova, England, Scotland and France.

Bill retired from ministry in 2004 after 43 years of service. In 2006 he and his wife moved to Florida, and for several years Bill served the Port Charlotte Adventist Church as administrative pastor. Church work was the joy of his life—he enjoyed the work and the people.

His hobbies were bird watching, music, computers and woodworking. Bill’s woodworking projects included a Butler tray table for the living room; a curio cabinet (combining wood and glass); three large matching bookcases; and crown molding for dining room and master bedroom tray ceilings at his Florida home.

Bill will be greatly missed by his wife of 55 years, Frances (Votava) Wilson; his daughter, Traelese Wilson Sv verton (att.) and her husband, Paul, of Anoka, Minnesota; his son, James (att.) and his wife, Darcie Klingaman Wilson, of Cambridge, Wisconsin; grandsons Jamie Svvertson, Chad Wilson and Connor Wilson; granddaughters Morgan Wilson and Melissa Syvertson; sister-in-law, Halcyon Wilson, and many nieces and nephews.

He was preceded in death by his parents, his brother, Leland Y. Wilson; and his grandson, Ian Syvertson.
A university is a dynamic place in which to work, and Andrews is no exception. Here is a brief report on 2013–14.

The School of Health Professions opened with strong enrollment in Speech-Language Pathology & Audiology, both in the new master’s program and at the undergraduate level. Fortunately, the University had expanded and upgraded their facilities making them adequate to house the new crop of students. The physical therapy program has a new high-class anatomy lab that also enabled the department to increase its intake of students. Public Health, Nutrition & Wellness added an online MPH degree and Nursing is introducing an online doctorate in nurse practitioner (DNP). Medical Laboratory Sciences moved into new facilities and is poised for growth next. Clearly something is shaking up the health professions in response to changes in healthcare.

One of our oldest units, the Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary, continues to enroll around 1,000 students in a variety of professional and graduate programs. The latest to be added is a PhD in Ancient Near Eastern Archaeology and a doctorate in Missiology, especially designed to prepare leaders and teachers in the far ranging Seventh-day Adventist world church in 208 countries with more than 18 million members. When the University was founded in 1874 the enrollment stood at 110 and the church membership stood at around 10,000!

The national debate over the cost, value and quality of college continues to catch our attention. There is no simple answer to all the questions raised, but we do know that a commitment to undergraduate research brings a great deal of added value and quality to undergraduate learning. Last year 61 undergraduate students, including many honors students, worked on research projects with their teachers and presented their findings. Additionally, a number of undergraduate students presented their results at regional and national conferences. The benefits to these students are on display in their excitement, confidence and love of learning, and often provide a very good launch for a graduate program. At Andrews increased student participation in research and improved national rankings of the University seem to be linked.

Finally, Andrews continues to be placed near the top of diverse universities in the country. That has come about because Andrews is both a national university in the U.S. and an international university in our world church. The current diverse student population is being distributed ever more evenly between all population segments, including growing numbers of Asians, Hispanics and “others.” This new diversity is encouraging us to think globally about the education we offer. One of the early beneficiaries of that development is our School of Business Administration, which has its highest enrollment ever.

In 2010 Andrews University was invited to take over operations of Griggs University, a distance learning secondary and tertiary institution in Maryland. The move to our campus was accomplished a year later, and we expect that this coming year (2015) the tertiary part of Griggs will be entirely incorporated under Andrews, whereas the school level, Griggs International Academy, will keep its name. This year the various distance learning programs enroll over 4,800 students and the university itself some 3,400 plus students. Global outreach and global engagement has become the new Andrews in this new century.

Through all these dynamic changes Andrews stays by its mission as expressed in our tagline: To search vigorously for truth and understanding, to affirm our faith commitment and values, and to change the world in tangible and caring ways. Thank you for your interest in and support of Andrews.

Sincerely,

Niels-Erik Andreasen, president
This year our total voluntary support reached $15.5 million. Of that amount, $4.4 million is from our alumni and friends who so generously support our University. We also received generous support from our church organizations, including local conferences, the Lake Union, North American Division and General Conference, totaling approximately $11.1 million.

We have added four new endowments bringing our total number to 383. Our endowed value is now more than $43,059,109 million. As an example of how endowments work, 25 years ago a family gave Andrews University almost $900,000. Today that endowment is worth $1.3 million and over the past 25 years it has dispersed, through work incentives, around $1.4 million to approximately 1,400 students. Perhaps you would have interest in starting an endowment? They can be started for as little as $15,000 through our Office of Development.

In addition, 213 families have notified Andrews University that they have included us in their estate plans, bringing the value of planned gifts to approximately $52 million.

Health and wellness is still a focus on campus this year with the establishment of our campus-wide health plan and continued fundraising for our proposed Health & Wellness Center. The President’s Council is leading the charge in supporting this project. More than 60 percent of the total funds needed have been received to date.

In the last year, over 50,000 people attended 230 events at the Howard Performing Arts Center, making it the hub of positive entertainment, culture and community for Andrews University and Southwest Michigan.

These are just a few ways in which the mission of Andrews University is advancing around the world through the generosity of some of our most important constituents—our alumni and friends. Your support gives Andrews the opportunity to continue to expand on the vision of our founders who recognized the need for the highest quality Adventist education. That need is just as strong today as it was in 1874.

Thank you for partnering with us to make Andrews University the flagship school of the Adventist educational system.

Sincerely,

David A. Faehner, vice president, University Advancement
Making a difference on campus

The decision to attend Andrews University was an easy one for Charles. Among his top reasons for choosing Andrews, he lists the ethnic diversity, the pre-med program and his family ties to the University—he has two older sisters who are Andrews alums.

Charles is a junior majoring in psychology with an emphasis in behavioral neuroscience and a minor in chemistry. He plans to go on to medical school after graduation. “The pre-med program here is so strong and my classes really push me to do my best. Being here has taught me that when I put my mind to something, I can accomplish so much.” In addition to the strong academic foundation he’s building, Charles also appreciates the caring nature of those on campus. “The Behavioral Sciences department has such a family atmosphere. All my professors know my name and they want to see me succeed. It’s a great feeling.”

The preparation Charles is receiving here at Andrews extends further than just academics. “I was raised in a small town in Pennsylvania that’s not very diverse, so to be able to come to Andrews and be surrounded by so many people of different ethnicities is a blessing. I know it will serve me well in the medical field, where I will have to relate to a wide range of people from various backgrounds, lifestyles and cultures. Andrews is preparing me for that each day.”

When he’s not studying, Charles spends his time making a difference in the lives of fellow students and the surrounding community. Last year, he and a couple of friends decided to restart the Psychology Club, where he currently serves as treasurer. “There hadn’t been a Psych Club on campus for several years, but we knew the difference it could make for students and wanted to get it up and running again.” The club works to bring awareness to mental health issues, especially those that are prevalent on college campuses. “Many students suffer from depression and anxiety, and there’s a stigma attached to that. We want students to know they’re not alone; there are people on campus who can help, and it’s okay.” Charles also works as a research assistant and reader for Karl Bailey, associate professor of psychology, provides tutoring to fellow students to help prepare them for the MCATs, and works with at-risk teens in Benton Harbor providing them with ACT prep so they can have a better chance at getting accepted to college.

Receiving support from donors like Frank and Dolly DeHaan and the Class of 1949 has been a tremendous blessing to Charles. “In my long journey to become a physician, every penny makes a difference. The scholarships I have received during my time here will not be forgotten. I will be forever grateful to all of the generous donors who have contributed to my education.”

Serving and inspiring others

Having gone to public schools her whole life, Arleni looked forward to attending Andrews University and being surrounded by others who shared her faith. “I love being at an Adventist college, having teachers who pray with us before class begins, getting to see everything shut down for the Sabbath, and really being able to focus on my relationship with God.”

As a junior studying business management, Arleni also appreciates the knowledge and expertise her professors bring to the classroom. “My favorite part of Andrews is my teachers. They are all so nice and always available when you need help. Plus, you can tell they really know what they’re talking about and are experts in their fields.”

Arleni enjoys being involved and keeping busy around campus. She serves as secretary and project coordinator for the business club (Enactus) and loves the connection to the community this role entails. “We’re currently working on service projects with a local small business, Pathfinders and Ruth Murdoch Elementary School, as well as providing tax assistance to the community.” She has also gotten an up-close look at what donors make possible on campus through her work as a Phonathon supervisor and the student assistant in the Office of Development. “I started working as a student caller at Phonathon my freshman year and am now in my second year as a supervisor. I loved speaking with alumni and updating them about what’s new on campus, asking them for advice, and helping them connect with giving opportunities that were of interest to them. Now I get to motivate and encourage other student callers as they take on that role.”

Arleni knows firsthand the impact of donors who contribute to The Fund for Andrews, which helps support the Andrews Partnership Scholarships that are given out to students every year. “Because of the scholarship I received, it was actually cheaper for me to attend Andrews than the other schools I was looking at. That definitely factored into my decision. These scholarships make Adventist education economically possible for so many students like me. I know I’ve been able to experience opportunities here at Andrews that I wouldn’t have had at any other college, and that was made possible by this scholarship and the donors who give every day.”
THE 2014 SPIRIT OF PHILANTHROPY AWARDS

The Spirit of Philanthropy Banquet, which took place on Thursday, Sept. 25, 2014, is the kickoff event for Alumni Homecoming Weekend. Two Spirit of Philanthropy Awards were presented and 256 new members were inducted into the Golden Hearts Club.

Elsie Chan (BS ’60) was recognized for her untiring efforts as a “connector” to help Andrews increase its contacts with alumni and friends.

Russell (MA ’64) and Cynthia (MA ’01) Burrill were honored for their foresight in planning for the future success of pastors and their spouses through an estate plan. Following are excerpts of the individual presentations to the award recipients.

Elsie Chan
Presented by David Faehner,
vice president, University Advancement

I’d like to thank Helen and Celia for accompanying their mother, Elsie Chan, to Alumni Homecoming this weekend.

Elsie was born in 1936 in Mainland China. When she was one-month-old, her pastor/publishing worker father moved the family to the Island of Hainan. On the island, Elsie’s mother was a midwife and taught them Cantonese. When the Japanese attacked the island the mother and children fled to Hong Kong and the father stayed on Hainan for a while. Eventually they were reunited in Hong Kong. When the Japanese invaded Pearl Harbor and Hong Kong the family fled again, walking for three days into Mainland China. They settled back in Hong Kong again and by the 7th grade Elsie had met the Chan family.

After high school Elsie was given a full scholarship to go to a Baptist college in Hawaii. While in Hawaii she was influenced to not attend the Baptist school but to go to Walla Walla College instead, but they required a $500 deposit, which she didn’t have. One week later she received an acceptance letter from Andrews University, even though she had never applied! Her future husband, John Chan, had hand carried her WWC application to Andrews and turned it in there. She felt God was leading her to Andrews and arrived in February 1956. The Chans had promised to pay for her college expenses. She told them she’d like to do it on her own if possible. She worked at the bindery for $1 per hour and paid her whole tuition expenses, never taking the Chan family up on their offer. She married John Chan in 1958 and they lived in the trailer park near where University Towers is currently located.

You may have heard of the book, “Strength Finders.” It lists 34 characteristics that people have. One of those is Connectedness. A connector is a bridge builder; they generally have a strong spiritual faith. They are considerate, caring and accepting people, and have strong empathy. Connectors bring people together and that surely is one of Elsie’s strengths.

Elsie used her strength as a “connector” to help Andrews increase its contacts with alumni and friends. Last year 700 people came to the Loma Linda church on a Friday night in April at the request of Elsie for a reception for President Andreasen and Andrews University. She personally called each person and put together a 40-person orchestra, which she accompanied on her marimba. You can’t say NO to Elsie!

Although she ran her own business for many years, she also volunteered a huge amount of time. In my hand is a list of 42 roles of leadership Elsie has held in the Loma Linda area.

• Twice she has been nominated Citizen of the Year for the city of Loma Linda
• February 1, 1991, was Elsie Chan Day in Loma Linda
• Elsie has been a fundraising chairperson on several occasions
• She has served on many boards, including La Sierra University

In the area of fundraising, we call her a “friend raiser.” Her relationship with the Loma Linda community, the Adventist Church and the Chan family has been outstanding. She has been the glue to connect Andrews to key people. Because of Elsie Chan the Chan family has been extremely generous to our University. As you walk the campus, think of Elsie’s impact here:

• Chan Shun Hall—opened in 1989
• More than 25 years of Chan Shun scholarships for School of Business Administration and international students
• Tan Hall, the Seminary building—expanded in 1999
• And she is still working on a third Chan family gift

It’s hard to say NO to Elsie!

Elsie, we are pleased God brought you to EMC in 1956 and are proud that you are a friend and alum of your school—Andrews University.
Russell & Cynthia Burrill
Presented by Tari Popp, director,
Planned Giving & Trust Services

Harvey Firestone once said, “The growth and development of people is the highest calling of leadership.” Tonight we wish to honor a couple, Russell and Cynthia Burrill, who have throughout the years demonstrated this type of leadership.

Born in Massachusetts to Baptist parents, Russell became a Seventh-day Adventist in his late teens through the ministry of the Voice of Prophecy. He attended Atlantic Union College where he met the girl of his dreams who had been raised thousands of miles from Russell in Peru. Cynthia Hartman’s warm, steady and compassionate personality perfectly complemented Russell’s energy, passion and drive. They married 51 years ago.

Their connection to Andrews University came when Russell and Cynthia arrived on campus in order for Russell to finish an MA from the Seminary. After graduation, no doubt assuming they were leaving Andrews for good, the Burrills headed to Connecticut to pastor. They spent the next 21 years teaching and nurturing people as they pastored churches and did fulltime evangelism in the Northeast, the East, the Northwest and the Midwest. During that time, Russell also earned his Doctor of Ministry from Fuller Theological Seminary and the Burrills were blessed with two children, a son, Jim, and a daughter, Ruth. With the exposure to multiple churches, situations and people, God was preparing Russell and Cynthia for the second half of their career.

A collaborative effort between the Lake Union and the Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary had created a program called LUSI (the Lake Union Soul-Winning Institute). Housed in Chicago, its purpose was to give young Seminary students practical instruction and experience in personal and public evangelism. LUSI made such an impact in helping young ministers apply what they had been learning in class that the North American Division became interested in extending this ministry beyond the Lake Union. In 1983 ownership of the Institute was transferred to the NAD and LUSI was renamed NADEI, the North American Division Evangelism Institute.

In 1985, a new director for NADEI was needed. With the Burrill’s experience in ministry and fulltime evangelism, Russell and Cynthia were asked to come to Chicago so Russell could direct the institute. What a thrill it was for them to share the practical lessons they had learned while in ministry; to teach young pastors how to shepherd a church, how to organize an evangelistic series, and how to start a church from scratch while giving them useful advice on how to stay sane in a career with such demands.

The three months that young pastors had to spend in Chicago attending NADEI proved to be extremely useful. However, the arrangement was not the healthiest situation for students with families. In 1992 it was decided to move NADEI from Chicago to the campus of Andrews University. Adjustments were made to the Seminary curriculum to allow students to attend classes offered by NADEI throughout their whole seminary experience rather than just their last quarter. Russell continued to direct NADEI but also helped teach these classes as a professor. Cynthia, who had finished her MA in religious education here at Andrews, also taught in the Seminary.

For more than two decades, the institute flourished while under the Burrill’s leadership. Besides his administrative duties, teaching responsibilities and speaking engagements, Russell found time to author numerous articles, the Prophecy Seminar lessons and 12 books. He also wrote the pastor’s manual for Net ’98. During the last two years of his career he was elected NAD Ministerial Secretary and NAD Global Missions Director while continuing his responsibilities at Andrews. Cynthia took a special interest in encouraging and instructing the young spouses of Seminary students.

As Russell and Cynthia began considering formal retirement in 2007, they pondered how they might continue to encourage the growth and development of young pastors and their wives. They decided to meet with the Office of Planned Giving & Trust Services to set up an estate plan that would ensure this would happen.

“We have seen firsthand the great work that Andrews does in preparing future leaders of the Adventist Church.”

having spent over half of our ministerial career teaching at Andrews University,” the Russells say, “We have seen firsthand the great work that Andrews does in preparing future leaders of the Adventist Church. While working we have always promoted the seminary and Andrews University wherever we have gone. We are very proud of our University and were especially happy when our grandchildren decided to choose Andrews for their college education. Being so involved with Andrews for 22 years in teaching and another seven years in retirement, we know firsthand the great needs that exist here and so when it came to estate planning Andrews was the obvious choice to receive a major portion of our estate. We also recognize that even though we have made plans for the major gift after our deaths, we also believe in supporting Andrews every year. We are happy to be a part of the Andrews family.”

We are so happy the Burrills have been a part of the Andrews family for all these years and have been such advocates for this school! You will continue to provide leadership by encouraging the growth and development of Andrews’ students in the years to come through your estate plan.

President Andreasen presents Cynthia & Russell Burrill with the 2014 Spirit of Philanthropy Award
Andrews University is grateful for the generous financial support offered by the many friends listed on the following pages. It is with a thankful heart that we corporately acknowledge your partnership and investment in the future leaders of our world.

Giving from May 1, 2013 to April 30, 2014.

Donor Honor Roll

Italicized names denote 1874 Founder’s Club membership. Please see page 43 for details.
Thanks to a gift from the Class of 1964, an outdoor study area beside Bell Hall was dedicated during Homecoming. The design is a natural shade garden with a semi-circular patio.
CLASS OF 1972
Andrew L Adams
Janet D Aldea
Hazel A Allen
Nancy J Anderson
Ann I Atkins
Vance A Birmingham
Ronald L Bishop
Faith E Blocker
Richard H Brannon
Paul S & Lenore S Brantley
Marvin E Budd
Fred F Calkins
Jacqueline C Castelbuono
Stephen G Chinn
Ralph M Coupland
Gorden R & Cheryl D Doss
Emily H Egan
Earl A Evans
David A Faehner
Douglas A Fatic
John F Frankie
Linda S Freehling
Wayne S Friestad
Ellen V Giam
Deborah L Gray
Cherry B Habenicht
Lloyd E Hallock
Ronald D & Christine H Herr
Calvin R Hill
Carlos A Irizarry
Ruby J Jackson
Benjamin E Leach
Keith E Mattingly
Antoine Maycock
Norman I McBride
Carol J Meert
Patrick B Morrison
Perry D Nelson
Kit Y Ng
James R Nix
Francisca O Noreales
Eurydice V Osterman
Cameron E Parrish
Peter O Peabody
Donald G & Pamela J Prouty
Galen E & Rita J Pusey
Gary E Randolph
Marellen R Reiber
Bonnie L Rowland
Gary E Russell
David G Saliba
Larry J Schneider
Gordon R Smith
Jeanette A Snorrason
Gary R Starkey
Sandra J Straube
Ottis B Strother
Helen M Susens
Robert Villanueva
Ron L Wagner
Carolyn O Wieder
Ernest N Yap
Charles H & Joyce A Young
Eduardo M Zurita

CLASS OF 1973
John W Allen
Donella R Anderson
Darlene S Barnhurst
Becky M Barts
Skip M Bell
Miriam E Brathwaite
Dorothy J Buckman
Alfred W Burdick
Bruce N Cameron
Ottis B Strother
Larry J Schneider
Gordon R Smith
Jeanette A Snorrason
Garry R Starkey
Sandra J Straube
Ottis B Strother
Helen M Susens
Robert Villanueva
Ron L Wagner
Carolyn O Wieder
Ernest N Yap
Charles H & Joyce A Young
Eduardo M Zurita
Deceased

Ramon Mercado
Jan C McAlpine
Alice A Mangham
John C Lungu
Veikko O Leppanen
Karl K Kellawan
Shirley F Johnston
Shirley J Javor
G Elaine Hoilette
Edward H Ho
Clive W Hollands
Roger G Johnson
Carl S Johnston
Elva A Jones
Sharon H Kinch
Juliet E Knight
Leroy R Kuhn
Lynn A Lowdiah
James H Mann
Beverly J Matiko
Frieda J Mattson
Meryn E McCalla
Vanard J Mendinghahm
Debbie Millet
Dora E Muttart
Janet L Patrick
Peter O Peabody
Chad A Peckham
Daniel M Peters
Steven N Poinzit
S Clark Rowland
Jane C Ruf
Shlens J Saliba
Diane C Salin
Claude Shaw
Whitford A Shaw
Charles B Simpson
Robert T Smith
Noees M Sofranac
Steve S & Susan M Tidwell
Nancy J Vhymeister
Rita J Waterman

CLASS OF 1976
Clinton J Anderson
All Andvick
Sally A Baker
Harold A Becker
Gordon G Bietz
Rhonna K Braham
Linda G Cough
William G Collard
Mark A Corn
Patricia M Davies
Frances M Faehner
Sallyann G Gabriel
Emilio Garcia-Marenko
Richard M Greene
Laurence E Habenicht
Loren H Hamel
Susan G Hamstra
Wilmer D Hechanova
Edward H Ho
G Elaine Hoilette
Shelley J Hoilette
Shirley F Johnston
Cecil R Jorgensen
Karl K Keauman
Marian E Koleck
Veiko O Leppanen
John C Lungu
Alice A Mangham
Jan C McAlpine
Ramonom Mercado

M Louise Moon
Jeerwaratnam Y Moses
John R & Judith A Nay
Dwight K Nelson
John S Price
Suzanne G Renton
Marshala L Riggins
David G Saliba
Donald F Schwerin
Wayne A Searson
Owen A Troy*
E Fran Wilkins
Maisy L Willie
Elizabeth A Wilson
Frederick M Woolley
Kenneth R Wright
Rupert W Young
David B Zima

CLASS OF 1977
Richard L Alton
All Andvick
Becky M Batts
J Fred F & Yvonne M Calkins
Nelly R Chollet
Kontee Chemochb
Linda C Colwell
Robert H Cowan
Ivan L Cowles
Daniel P Cress
Laurel A Damsteegt
Roger L Dudley
Catherine J Farkas
Barbara A Friedrich
Gregory A & Nancy A Gerard
Raul Gonzalez
David C Gembman
Donna J Habenicht
Magaly R Hernandez
Stanley D Hickerson
Jacques S Hildbrandt
David A Hooker
Dalene D Johnson
Noelle T Johnson
Madeline S Johnston
Ivan C Juhl
Donald G King
Miroslav M Kis
Robert A Lawson
Beverly J Mathiak
Rebecca I May
Cindy S Merz
Shirley A Mulhern
Gerhard Pfandl
Anne J Razzuk
Earl L Robertson
Tim C Rosenboom
Deborah R Smith
Gordon R Smith
Jeanette M Smith
Carolyn C Snyder
Wayne R Spangenberg
Mary R Sparks
Janice S Stone
Thomas S Stone
Helena K Stouf
Vicki L Vonderahse
James H Weaver
Charles H & Joyce A Young

CLASS OF 1978
Anne E Alton
Janet D Alden
Pamela E Anderson
Deborah M Andvick
Elizabeth E Bechtel
Dean Bowman
Evelyn B Boyd
Hazen S Briggs
David M Burley
Ivan Barcelen
Audrey C Castelbuono

Rodrick A Church
William S Clarke
Valerie A Combie
Jacques B & Lilianne U Doukhah
Cindy L Drier
David A Freehling
Emilio Garcia-Marenko
Cynthia K Hall
Joanne M Hayman
Douglas E Higgins
Edward H Ho
Clive W Hollands
Roger G Johnson
Carl S Johnston
Elva A Jones
Sharon H Kinch
Juliet E Knight
Leroy R Kuhn
Lynn A Lowdiah
James H Mann
Beverly J Matiko
Frieda J Mattson
Meryn E McCalla
Vanard J Mendinghahm
Debbie Millet
Dora E Muttart
Janet L Patrick
Peter O Peabody
Chad A Peckham
Daniel M Peters
Steven N Poinzit
S Clark Rowland
Jane C Ruf
Shleens J Saliba
Diane C Salin
Claude Shaw
Whitford A Shaw
Charles B Simpson
Robert T Smith
Noees M Sofranac
Steve S & Susan M Tidwell
Nancy J Vhymeister
Rita J Waterman

CLASS OF 1979
Gene R & Marcia K Anderson
Lyn B Bartlett
Gregory A Berlin
Daniel R Bidwell
Daryl B Eylen
Richard H Brannon
David M Burley
Roy A Castelbuono
David M & Janna V Chacko
Frank T Clarke
Barbara L Clarke
Daniel P Cress
Joann Davison
John L Duboqui
Fay M Fuller
Charles Gibson
Richard M Greene
Cindy L Halye
Jon M Harris
Del R Haugen
Suzanne K Hayford
James D Herod
Dorothy R Hildbrand
John H Hilderbrandt
Newton W Hollette
Marjorie S Inparaj
Janice A James
Russell H Jenson
R Clifford Jones
Marion E Joseph
Philip J Kijak
Janet G Kosinski
Katherine A Koudle
Paul Kovalski
Carolanne J Lawson
Nancy L Lindo
Dennis D Lundgren
Bradley J McClellan

Patti L McKenney
Buz A Menhardt
Cheryl L Mittleider
Debra A Montcalm
Stephen B Otto
Barbara F Quale
Beverly A Roper-Archer
John A Ross
Warren B Ruf
Glen E Russell
Lynn S Rams
Carmela D Shaw
Gloria P Shaw
Kathryn A Shaw
Penny S Shell
Eastace M Sheppard
Mark E Shull
Thomata R & Susan A Smith
Keith A Snyder
Cindy G Solis
Minerva E Straman*
Clayton W Stagg
Halvad B Thomsen
Alice S Voorhees
Jenny L Welch
Donald H Whitehead
Burton L Wright
Hope E Young

CLASS OF 1980
Austin C Archer
Kurt M Bender
Norman E Boundy
Carol A Bradford
Rodrick A Church
Elise S Damron
Lyndel D Dickson
Cheryl A Emoto
Robert J Fekeite
James B Ford
Hessen B Ghazal
Norman E Greenidge
Cynthia K Hall
Cindy M Hamstra

Volker R & Linda S Henning
Stefanie G Hille
Gregory P Iwaniuk
Karen M Johnson-McWilliams
Carl S Johnston
Douglas A Jones
Gary M Kaufman
George M & Germyn A King
Esther R Knott
Gary P Kruger
Robert A Lawson
Roger M Lindo
June A Mathis
Linda R Morneau
Baraka G Muganda
Sergena Obas
William E & Arlene M Penick
Carmelia V Richardson
Judith E Ronk
John A Rorabeck
Ruth E Ross
Debbie J Schultz
Timothy J Sherwin
Deborah R Smith
Peter P Swanston
Boris Tabakovic
Ellen M Tambunan
David W Tilley
Maria I Urbina
Jenny L Welch
Bradley R Williams
Eduardo M Zurita

CLASS OF 1981
Iris R Bentz-Horak
Daniel R Bidwell
Neville T Bradford
Bevleye A Brangman
Keith G Calkins
Nancy L Church
Russell J Cooper
Ralph M Cogswell
Margaret A Crishal
Richard M Davidson

Students enjoy the beautiful fall weather on campus.
Margaret G Dudley
Larry R Evans
Catherine J Farash
Ann L Ferrari
Janet E Foster
Ted Gaban
Gregory A & Nancy A Gerard
Charles J Griffin
Perry A Haugen
Thomas R Haslop
Cheryl D Hooker
Susan H Hovey
Sandra K Johnson
George M King
David A Knight
Frank W Latour
Stardust M Mazzariello
Rebecca J McClellan
Daryl L Meyers
Mark E Miller
Robert D Moon
Mary R Mun
Lois J Nicholas
Darryl V Penney
Tari C Popp
Paul J & Barbara J Ray
Ruth E Ross
Kathleen E Roth
Jayme S Rouse
Norbert & Christine D Schwer
Birgit E Shewman
Larry G & Irene H Sibley
Gregory P Smith
Michael J Snellings
John P Stafford
Reginald T Swensen
Boris Tabakovic
Nora M Timm
Eduardo J Urbina
Douglas J Van Patten
Lucille A White
Bobbie S Wohlers

CLASS OF 1982
David H Bauers
Kenneth J Breyer
Frederick M Burghardt
Jon M & Sari H Butler
Keith G Calkins
Sylvester R Case
Jess F Chen
Frank T Clark
Thomj J & Sally A de Wind
Paul H Denton
Daniel L Engle
Pauline I Fletcher
Charles J Griffin
Gregory A & Nancy A Gerard
Janet E Foster
Ann L Ferrari
Catherine J Farkas
Larry R Evans
Margaret G Dudley

CLASS OF 1983
Carlos A Archbold
Rosetta M Bartlett
Kenneth B Blake
Susan L Bossmery
Neville T Bradford
Beth M Burghardt
Fernando L Canale
Linda L Casler
Roy A Castelbuono
Garrett G Cross
Milcah J Daniel
Donald C De Groot
Amy E DeZurik
Margaret G Dudley
Jeffrey A Easton
Sallyann G Gabriel
Philip E Goldberg
Violet O Gill
Deborah L Gray
Eugene A Hamlin
Frank W Hardy
Jon M Harris
Suzanne K Hayford
Sietie S Heslop
Ruth Horton
Elaine G Hotelling
Teho Im
Terence P Jacobs
Donald R Jardine
Russell H Jenson
Sandra J Johnson
Merlin L Knowles
Katherine A Koudela
Frank W Latour
Anita S Lewis
Amiee J Mann
Baraka M Muganda
Daniel L Muhlenbeck
Jison D Mun*
Steven R & Karen A Nash
John R Nay
Melanie D Nelson
Arne P Nielsen
Heather J Pederson
Rawle F Philbert
Jan L Pickett
Janette G Prescod
Carlyle Raymond
Randall D Robertson
Carolyne B Schlepp
Christine D Schwer
Richard D Show
Boris Tabakovic
Gale M White
Robert M Wood
Rodney W Wright
Charles H & Beverly G Zacharias

CLASS OF 1984
Aurea L Araujo
Austin C Archer
Steven M Babienco
Suzanne R Beaud
Jackylyn R Bikichly
Melinda Bystone
Terri L Calkins
Kelly J Canzler
Stephen G Chinn
Bradley J Christiansen
Doylne A Cook
Gerry L Cox
Karen J Crooker
F Larry L Crtudienza
Gary B Danks
Rebecca A Easton
Daniel L Engle
Wayne Ferg
Michelle E Fields
Ann T Fisher
Benjamin D Gardner
C Ruthellen Gardner
Dale A & Roseanne E Grove
Keith M Groves
Kenneth D Haugen
Lee G Hayford
Humberto S Hernandez
Jacquelyn S Hilderbrand
Ruth Horton
Dawn S Horberg
Eckhard Hubin
Laura J Hutchins
Richard H Johnson
Lorey K Kahn
Cheryl L Marsh
Dorrett J Mason
Scott E & Lila E Moncrieff
Robert D Moon
Rose Ellen E Padjen
Kimberly A Penny
Julianne M Primero
Paul J Ray
Jeffrey D & Darrah J Regal
Danae E & Lynette J Reichert
Randall D Robertson
William J Roche
Kristine G Schauf
Penney S Shell
Jetto P Simmons
Gregory P Smith
A Christopher C Smoot
Shayna R Smoot
Allen F Stemberg
Allan C Storoz
Clayton W Sugg
Peter P Swanson
Reginald T Swensen
Shannon C Taft
Theodore A Teeters
David Van Wyk
Bruce R Wright
Eduardo M Zuniga

CLASS OF 1985
Pamela K Anders
Loreena L Bidwell
Ivette W Bolin
Carey D Briggich
Sari H Butler
Wanda L Cantrell
Stephen W Case
Sylvester Q Case
Gregory W Cheek
Liam C Lillis
Donald C & Raquel De Groot
Catherine M De Vet
Peter J D Pietrantonio
Jeffrey A Easton
Judith A Hartman
A Rae C Holman
David A Hooker
Michael K Horton
Lynn O Huff
Nancy M Inquiilla
Denise Small M Kelley
Linda M Krause
Adrie H Legoh
Bertha Lewis
Martha A Morton
Eikkehardt Mueller
Miguel A Munoz
Gregg A Nicholas
Edward M Norton
Trevor E O’Reggio
Raffy & Carmie C Ouzounian
Mark E Pekau
Karen S Pierson
Douglas A Pern
Bennett J Rettig
Barbara J Ray
Jennifer J Hoffpauir
Debra J Robertson

CLASS OF 1986
Kurt M Bender
Loreena L Bidwell
Beverly A Boyson
Michelle D Brand
Debra L Bryson
Lael O & Lena G Caesar
Terri L Calkins
Arlene R Campbell
Kenneth L Calkum
Eric D Dant
Sharon J Dudgeon
Nancy D Engle
Denis Fortin
Mark A Fox
Charlotte V Graft
Dawn M Hahn
Eugene A Hamlin
David L Hartman
Thersia M Haugen
Edwin J Hernandez
Thomas A Huff
Gregory P Iwanick
Pauline Jenkins
Gary M Kaufman
Arundh R Krause
Renete A Krause
Delcy L Kuhlman
Michelle D Marshall
Pegay Maynard
Julie A McCaul
Suzanne M Mondak
Jison D* & Mary B Mun
Dwight K Nelson
Peter S Oh
Steven B Otto
Collette J Pekar
Andrew J & Jan L Pickett
Eugene W Rau
Barry J Ray
Rick R Remmers
Dexter A Richardson
Judith E Ronk
D Robert Salmon
Richard W Scull
Tom R Shephard
Eusauce M Sheppard
Timothy G Standish
Wanda M Swensen
Daniel J Tumbau
Steve S Tidewell
John Turon
Curtis J Vanderwaal
Shawnifer J Viemeister
R Deborah D Weithers
Vicki J Wiley

CLASS OF 1987
Ellen L Baldick
Rekha F Bitterman
Darryl D Bolin
Roy D Burke
Stephen W Case
Robert D Davis
Claudia H Davison
Elise E Dixon-Roper
Gorden R Doss
Patricia A Edsell
David K Ferguson
Sylvia K Fowler
Douglas J Froad
Nancy F Fry
Arthur R Fuller
Cetlar R Greenes
Chad A Griffin
Dennis W Gryzowski
Rodney D Hahn
Dan W Heintz
Sharon J Hibbert-McKenzie
Donald L May
Ekkehard Mueller
David A Nelson
Elizabeth T Oakley
Douglas B Post
Scott E Powers
Francisco R Ramos
Peggy P Rogers
Reuben T Roundtree
Mark T Stighton
Allan A Small
Jerry R Thacker
Lorna A Thomas
Clifford L Thompson
Peter M van Bemmelen
David F Village
Pamela H Williams
Brian S Wilson

CLASS OF 1988
Bedelia J Allen
Roderic A Arjang
Gregory S Arwood
Kathleen A Beagles
Alexander Bokich
Beverly A Boyson
Jackie M Borden
Rafael A Canizales
Renee L Copeland
Stanley W Cottrell
Subha Das
Hector C Deters
Margaret G Dudley
Jon L & Jeanette M Fletcher
Mark A Fox & Lyldea Saillant-Fox
Heidi P Q Heck
H Irene Gholars
Rodney D Hahn
Sharon J Hibbert-McKenzie
Monsey S & Geraldine D Jacobs
Michael J Kaplow
Peter J Marquess
John E Marter
Karen A Nash
Ruth I Neff
Loreena M Newkirk
Elton F Norman
David P & Elizabeth T Oakley
Hollis J Oselta
Julie D Piller
Douglas B Post
Harold R Sandilands
Wanda L Sheppler
Martin D Smith
Timothy G & Joan L Standish
Edwin Stickle
Reginald T Swensen
Sharyll R Turon
David P & Sarah B Village
Bryan von Dorpowski

CLASS OF 1989
Michelle A Bacchiocchi
Emilio O Batay
Patricia C Bender
Nicole L Bokich
Peter N Bragg
Merlin D Burt
Deceased
2014 DONOR HONOR ROLL
Juan D Alvarez
Esther I Aguilera
CLASS OF 1991
Joseph M Zumbo
Hyveth M Williams
Douglas W Wamack
Shawna L Vyhmeister
Lance P VanArsdell
Timbul T Tambunan
Pamela A Swanson
Kevin S & Vicki J Wiley
Brian S Wilson
CLASS OF 1990
Daniel R Caagbay
Harry L Black
Iris R Bentz-Horak
Michelle A Bacchiocchi
R Lisset L Avery
CLASS OF 1993
R Lisset L Avery
Michelle A Bacchiocchi
Iris R Bentz-Horak
Harry L Black
Joseline F Borchardt
Daniel R Caagbay
Donald L Bedney
Kim R Berent
Larry W & Carolyn A Boughman
Keith G Galkins
Patricia L Christel
Michael G Coleman
Tamara J Condon
Sherron G Crosby
John C Duncan
Anna F Erwin
Shirley A Freed
David A Gay
Brent G Geraty
Dorothy A Hayward
Paul C Herrmann
Sophia P Kang
Regina E Lewis
David A Marotz
Stanley E McFarlane
Cyril A Myers
Monique M Pittman
Michelle M Punched
David W Randall & Lisa A Ahlgren
Jeff M & Betsy A Sajdak
Cynthia D Shelley
Tom R Shepherd
Germaine M Smith
Joel G & Deborah A Stoia
David B Sturtevant
John Turon
Lance P VanArsdell
Karl D Weber
Steven A Wilsey
Janice F Wrenn
Joseph M Zumbo
CLASS OF 1992
Lavonne M Adams
Richard K Aguilera
Kwasi Anasah-Adu
Joel C Avery
Kim R Berent
Eileen A Bergeron
Taeko T Buermann
Julie A Butus
Lisa C Carlson
John S Chung
Valerie K Combie
Lloyd E Condon
Delmor I Davis
Lisa R Douglass
Ted Gaban
Lauri L Graham
Norma E Greenidge
D Bruce Hayward
Sarah E Herrmann
Juliet E Knight
Brenda K Leavelle Kegler
Stanley M Maxwell
Lynette M Nachreiner
Pedro A Navia
Timothy A Newkirk
Adeline A Ng
Gan-Theow Ng
David P Oakley
John W Reeve
Roy D Roberts
Betsy A Sajdak
Scott E & Brenda L Schalk
Cynthia D Shelley
Marilyn Soto
Marlyn J Vontz
Arden G Wong
CLASS OF 1994
Joelle A Ashley
Silvia M Bacchiocchi
Harvey J Burnett
Timothy G & Karen M Case
Jennifer B Cook
Kristy L Crandell
Sandra D Dombrowski
James R Dronen
Aristede C Dukes
Pherbia A Engdahl
Lillian A Grass
Deborah L Gray
Ann Hamel
Lloyd M Hamilton
Caleb M Hartsfield
Ryan T Hayes
G Elaine Hollette
Sophia P Kang
Lori M Khan
Eun Y Kim
Melody L Marotz
Eikehaider Mueller
Cheryl J Payne
Christopher C Randall
Whitford A Shaw
Jan A Sigvartsen
Marla K Tambunan
Susan D Vanderwaal*
Manuel S Vitug
Robert C Wong
Kenneth L Zehn
Karl Haffner was the speaker for Week of Prayer.
Wanda L Cantrell
Dean C Carlisle
John P Choi
Ronald D Coffen
Gerry L Cox
Lisa M Craig
Kristy L Crandell
John R & Paula L Dronen
James L Dunn
Stephen J Fuehrer
Dorelos K Ford
Judith L Hack
Kay M Harris
Andy G Hunte
Beryl P Johnson
Hyung-Chil Kang
Brenda S Kis
Brenda K Leavelle Kegler
Annabelle L Lopez
Nicolaos & Tonya M Margaritis
David A Marotz
Waveney V Martinborough
Douglas Motenbocker
Ryan D Nachreiner
Jeff L Newell
Jack P Nickerson
Carlos A Ramirez
Kirsten A Roggenkamp
Gary E Russell
Arlene L Sallia
Scott E & Brenda L Schalk
Paul D Smith
Jeanette A Snorrason
Kevin S Wiley
Richard H Worley
Xiaoming Xu
Zhuoyun Yan
Robert R Benson
Jean C Church
Kimberly A Clark
Sheila M Clinite
Kimberly W Coleman
Timothy A & Becky E Cross
Brynja K Davis
Tanya L DiPietrantonio
Sandra D Dombrowski
Arlyn S Drew
John R Dronen
Eric L Engen
Alex A & Annette Espana
Deborah L Everhart
Ion Groza
Richard G Habenicht
Ann Hamel
Alexander S Hines
Cleveon A Jack
Wendy J Keough
Fong Y Khor
Judith D Mackie
Harold L Merriman
Robert W Mulken
Sheldon V Mun
Ned A Peterson
Jon S Placidie
Jennifer B Cook
Kenneth L Corum
Crister L Dela Cruz
Tanya L DiPietrantonio
John R Dronen
Ann L Ferrari
Karen M Flowers
Tony A Fry
Barbara J Hales
Sahine Honore
Thomas D James
Melanie S Kwan
Janine M Lim
Heidi L Magesa
Mhaili Micu
Mateus T Nambu
Paul Piskozeb
David R Poloch
Francisco R Ramos
Warren B Ruf
Sonya K Shull
Rahela C Vulicivic
Zhuyuan Yan
CLASS OF 1997
Michelle A Bacchiocchi
Robert R Benson
Jean C Church
Kimberly A Clark
Sheila M Clinite
Kimberly W Coleman
Timothy A & Becky E Cross
Brynja K Davis
Tanya L DiPietrantonio
Sandra D Dombrowski
* Deceased
Student-led Outdoor Sabbath was a nice change from the normal worship experience on Sabbath.

Italicized names denote 1874 Founder’s Club membership. Please see page 43 for details.
2014 DONOR HONOR ROLL

CLASS OF 2010
Cristina A Alexe
Carl R Arrington
Damali Boston
Jonathan M & Marlene M Burt
Ashleigh B Burnnett
Jean-Marcel & Tammy K Clouzet
Brian E Hanks
Bong Hun Hong & Jee Sook Park
Jeffrey A Horn
Andy G Hunte
Amanda R Kharkovyy
Justin I Kim
Janine M Lim
Amanda L Livanos
Coronel E Lopez
Josina M Lopez
Sheena L Lyn
Lynn M Merklin
Filip Milosavljevic
Samm S Nkana
Christy J Parfet
Kristin M Parker
Benjamin D Reeves
Walter C Rogers
Dario D Siguenzitzky
Nick L & Deanne K Snell
Melissa Webster

CLASS OF 2011
Janelle V Bennett
Jonathan D Cowles
Timothy A Coors
Andrew T Hoff
Deatrice L Johnson
Laurie E Johnston
Merlin J Knowles
Maria C Martinez Hernandez
Christina Mathai
Divya S Mathew
Gabriela Melgar
Christian L Parce
Annell C Sigvartsen
Young U Suh
Wanda M Swensen
Jason A Webster

CLASS OF 2012
Kwasi Ansah-Adu
Rachel L Ballast
Andreas-Bats Beccal
Jennifer M Binney
Kristal S Blake
Amanda L Boothby
Claudio J & Pamela K Consuegra
Nathaniel R Gibb
Lauren D Greene
Darren K Heslop
Jennifer K Janssen
Justin I Kim
Coronel E Lopez
James C Lynch
Lauren T Martin
Maria C Martinez Hernandez
Divya S Mathew
Stanley M Maxwell
Alissa R Mayer
Paul R Meulemans

Sheilla A Meulemans
Elena D Milosavljevic
Amy M Moreno
Sheree A Occenad
Jorden T Parker
Steven N Poenitz
Styes A Romain
Rita L Santos
Kevin L Shelley
Bradley P Sica
Kelley L Wolff

CLASS OF 2013
Joel C Barrion
Melissa J Butler
Petar Caran
Jonathan T Carbonell-Ferguson
Tamara J Condon
Amanda A Corez
Marilyn J Craig
Marcelle L Fleurantin
Karen M Flowers
Thomas A Greene
Michael J Jones
Clarissa D Lewis
Kuo Hsang M Liu
Vincent L Lue
Dennis D Lundgren
Ednah K Makori
Michael L Mayer
Filip Milosavljevic
Jorden T Parker
Denessa G Paul
Arlene M Penick
Ashlee Pierson
Anna T Piskoun
Mary Nell Rosenboom
Joshua P Sanabria
Annell C Sigvartsen
Kahlilah A Thompson
Ross Daniel D Thordarson

CLASS OF 2014
Donna M Brown

Corporate Donors

Adventist Health System
Allied Funeral Home Inc
Amos Nordman Foundation
Anonymous
Apple Valley Natural Foods Inc
B Collard Homes LLC
BNY Mellon Community Partnership
Benefit Community Impact Fund
Blossomland Learning Center
Boeing Company
Brothers Building Co
Buchanan SDA Church
Burns Seventh-day Adventist Church
Caterpillar Foundation
Ceres Seventh-day Adventist Church
Chang Chun International Foundation
Chemical Bank-Brandon
Cleveland Spanish SDA Church
Colson Family Foundation
Columbia Union Conference of SDA
Dane Systems LLC
Daytona Farms Inc
Des Moines Orthopaedic Surgeons PC
Donohue Living Trust
Elmer and Mary C Rasmussen Rev Trust
Englewood Health Alternatives
Equator Home Improvements
Evelyn M Faivre Trust
Fidelity Charitable Fund
First Haitian American Adventist Ministry
Florida Living SDA Church
Fox Valley Hispanic SDA Church
GSU Studio Media Productions
General Conference of SDA
General Conference of SDA-IAD
Global Gift Fund
Global Language Adventures
Goodrich Foundation
Great Michigan Insurance
Havworth Inc
Hibler Design Studio LLC
Higher Power Hydraulic Doors
Honors Credit Union-MAIN Office
IBM Corporation
Iglesias Adventista del Septimo Dia de Oak Cliff
Joliet Hispanic SDA Church
Jones Associates
Keiser Excavating Inc
Korean Education Center
Lake Union Conference
Lakeland HealthCare
Lois K March Trust
MPA Architects
Madison College Alumni Association
McKee Foods Corporation
Merk Partnership for Giving
Michigan Colleges Foundation
Microsoft Giving Campaign
Midwest Roofing Specialists Inc
Milo Academy Church
Moog Inc
Oak Drywall Company Inc
Passaro Kahne and Taylor Law
Offices PLLC
Pfizer Foundation Matching Gift Program
Pioneer Hi-Bred Intl Inc
Pioneer Memorial Church
R and B Chapman Rentals LLC
Review and Herald Publishing Association
Rochester College of Extended Learning
Roger Heights Seventh-day Adventist Church
Rogers Crop Enterprises Inc
Rory Wold Insurance Agency
SFFC Foundation
Schwab Fund for Charitable Giving
Smile Design Centre
Southwestern Union Conf of SDA
State Farm Companies Foundation
T.P. Pulsifer Construction
Tehama Women’s Health Specialists
The Bethesda L Jackson-Christian Trust
The Dow Chemical Co Foundation
The Elly Helen Economou Trust
The Foundation for Adventist Education
The Harold E Heidtke Trust
The John O. Waller Lectureship in the Arts.

The Jang Foundation
The Prudential Foundation Matching Gifts
Toyota Motor Sales USA Inc
Trinity Health
Urgent Care Clinic PLLC
Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program
Verizon Foundation
Versacare Inc
Village Hardware
Wells Fargo Fad
Western and Southern Financial Fund
Wightman and Associates Inc
Williamsport SDA Church
World Wide Consulting Group Inc
Zion Seventh-day Adventist Church

* Deceased

7th Annual John O. Waller Lectureship in the Arts. was the guest lecturer for the 7th Annual John O. Waller Lectureship in the Arts.

Nancy Johnson, a children’s literature expert and professor at Western Washington University, was the guest lecturer for the 7th Annual John O. Waller Lectureship in the Arts.

Cora M Clark
Anush Hakobyan
Leslie E Jacques
Lucyna H Kryzywon
Enoc Lopez
Jessie A Lopez

Larry B Mendizabal
Ranulfo L Raposo
Joshua P Sanabria
Cheryl B Simpson
Tyler N Yasa
Friends of Andrews University

Naturally, the graduates of Andrews University make up the largest percentage of those who make financial contributions; however, there are many friends of Andrews who make a significant impact through their giving as well. Regardless of the connection to Andrews, every gift is valuable.

Jeffrey Aaron
Rami Z Abdul-Sayed & Renata Sayed
Gary D Achenbach
Larry Adams
Mridasim O Agawa
Judy M Aiken
Hiam Akrawi
Nelda C Alamay
Bernie T Albright
Coy Allen
Virginia Allen
Jill M Alvarez
Ruthe D Ambler
Chris Anable
Celia M Ansel
Bernard L Anderson
Sharon K Anderson
Roslyn R Anderson
Selene Anderson
Demetra L Andersen
Yvonna Applewhite
Lilly Y Arakaki*
William V Ashlin
Lily Y Arakaki*

Italicized names denote 1874 Founder’s Club membership. Please see page 43 for details.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deceased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014 DONOR HONOR ROLL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryne L Hickerson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Heyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn S Hession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry &amp; Pearl Herzog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas E Goyne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joy Graham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arlene J Graham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth H Grandfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joy Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faith L Gray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer A Gray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank W &amp; Marilyn J Greene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrie L Grettman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ona M Grove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David A Griessel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosemary Giffrey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda S Griffin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard B Griffin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack &amp; Donna L Griggs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick E Herzog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joyce A Grivas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna F Grove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsine M Grundset*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terese M Gust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floyd D &amp; Hilda Gustafson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean E Gustavsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon K Guth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evelyn A Guy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent D Guy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald E &amp; Edith I Habenicht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly L Habenicht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annette M Hadland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zerita J Hagerman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dale E Hainey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connie L Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roselle M Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rochelle M Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry S Halleson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dora M Hallock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esther Hale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Hamilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary L Hanks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James D Hanson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah J Hardesty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esther L Hier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J K Halletsroad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold J &amp; Edna D* Harris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia A Harrison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas G Harrison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane M Hart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey T Hart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty M Hartman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavater Harvin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbara J Hastings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter G Hastings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leon R Hauck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda S Hayman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen M Haynal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandra C Hechanova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stella M Hegstad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drusilla Heidar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline J Heidinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David W Heilig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna J Hiller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doris C Helm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judy Henderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cislyn K Henry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audrey Henson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shandelle M Henson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fred A Hernandez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abner F Hernandez-Fernandez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp; Keila Diaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn M Herrmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry &amp; Pearl Herzog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn S Heisson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna Heyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitz-Earl A McKenzie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn L Hickerson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia R Higgins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Charlotte A Reimer
Creighton P Reimer
Gail Reimer
Pamela R Rein
Laun L & Barbara Reinholdt
Roger W Rey
Belinda A Reyes
Michael A Reynolds
Katherine M Richman
C Michael Riggins
Cheryl Riles
Diana A Rimoni
Maryanne Ritenour
Richard M Ritland
Ruth D Roberts
Beth Robinson
David E Robinson
Astor Rogers
Dan L & Tonya Rogers
Alvaro Romero
Thomas Roosma
Christine A Rorabeck
Herbert & Marilyn Rorabeck
Christine A Rorabeck
Richard A Rorabeck
Kenneth D & Lana D Rose
Shirley Rosenbrock
Gayle B Rowe
Emmanuel M & Jeanne K Rudatsikira
Ildefonso Rueda
LeRoy T Ruhupatty
Laura L Rush
Diane L Russell
Sharon M Russell
Linda M Russell
Michele C Russo
Judy Sabin
Patricia B Safford
Wadensoner Saint Martin
Yvette C Saliba
Ana M Sanchez
Kelly Sanchez
Donna S Sandefur
Jere Sandefur
Wayne M Schafer
Judith D Schal
Charles & Marie A Schaub
Mary E Schellenberg
James M & Erin L Schlanman
William Schlanman
Jack E Schleicher
Herman S Schmidt
Sandra M Schmid
Ramona M Scholl
Tamarah Schreven
Wolfhart K Schubach
Karen Sculli
Carolyn M Scipio
Patricia A Scott
Sharon L Sear
David & Beverly A Seldacek
Connie G Severin
Audrey J Shaffer
Mable M Shankel
William H & Karen K Shea
Wynona C Shellabarger
Mentha L Shelley
Sherry B Shepherd
Carol M Sherman
Judy Sherwin
Esther Shin
Brian R Show
Phyllis A Show
Susan J Shumaker
Kathryn M Silva
Odetta Silva
Irene Simmons
Emmanuel M Simon
Linda Slabaugh
Lisa K Slighston
Leon R & Dolores E Slikkers
Yvonne V Small
Jordan T Smart
Calvin L Smith
Roger A Smith
Maureen K Smith
Karen Smith
Liana Smith
Melinda L Smith
Neil A Smith
Stanley S Smith
J Grady S Smoot
Valerio Sneden
Amy Snider
Andrew J & Julia T Snyder
Admir Soares
Gerald A Soares
Hebe P Soares
Eve Sobol
Cynthia S Solis
Ralph A Sommer
Beverly A Sorensen
Timothy L Sormin
Claudia A Sowler
Lynette M Spanenberg
Bridge N Ssemanda
Glenda M & Geraldine B St Clair
Jason N & Rebecca S St Clair
Ruby A Stafford
Ralph L Staley
Mary Stallings
Eleanor C Stanley
Phyllis A Staples
Peggy Starkey
Meredith P Starr
Nancy Starr
David A & Linda B Steen
Janetta R Steffen
Sylvia E Stephan
Doris J Sterling
Betty D Stevenson
Nona M Stewart
Shirley Stewart
Rose E Stickle
Eric L Stone
Linwood C Stone
Judith I Storjell
John F Stout
James F Strange
Linda M Strong
Doris S Suddarth
Carol I Sumerlin
Nina C Summers
Gary H Sunderland
Lars J Sundal
Richard O Swanson
Arnold R & Mildred J Swanson
Michael J Szywkowski
Helen C Tabakovic
Daniel Taipe
Robyn Y Tait
John A Tayano
Theodore S Takata
Felipe E Tan
Steven G & Esther Tarangle
Conrad G Tarnacki
Patricia L Tauro
Linda Taylor
Ralph W Taylor
Raquel Tenorio
Jerome D & Jane Thayer
Bob C Thomas
Dale L Thomas
Daniel L Thomas
Larry E Thomas
Leanne M Thomas
Patricia P Thomas
Zorita E Thomas
Edith J Thompson
Nancy J Thompson
Joel J & Vicki L Thompson
Wendy Thompson
Melace S Thomson

Italized names denote 1874 Founder’s Club membership. Please see page 43 for details.
Jeanne M Tilly
Bonnie S Towles
Jeanne Townsend
Lawrence L Townsend
Verna M Travis
Timothy P & Cheryl L Trine
E Ann A Troy
Ramona D Trubey
Joelyn Tucker
Ronald E Turk
Olivia Turner
Marion Turtelbaum
Constance D Twomey
Douglas E Tyler
Esther V Tyler
Betty L Unruh
Stephen E & Elizabeth V Upton
Myrrha E Urrutia
John H & Mary L Utley
Milan & Lilijana M Vajdic
Gail J Vollieres
Marilina J Vollieres
Jarmila I Von Arsdell
Marcia E Van Arsdell
Jacobo H van Bemmelen
Rebecca Van Hoo
Sharon VanDeWiele
Barbara J Vance
Verna M Vance
Patricia R VanderWaal
Carmen I Caballes-Vega
Bonnie J Velez
Janette E Velting Scroggs
Abdias R Vence
Lopes A & Josephine D Vitangcol
Dorita S Vitrano
Filomena A Vitug
Donald K Vixie
Rebecca J von Domprowski
Ruth G von Domprowski
Charles Mason M von Henner
Murma J Wagner
Sharon A Wagner
Dana L & Dunn M Wales
George E Walker
Mark S Walker
David W & Twyla O Wall
David L & Amy E Waller
Merlin F Wawyn
Betty S Wang
John D & Marilyn C Ward
Rachel R Wardecke
Basil R Warner
Joyce Warren
Juan Warren
Sarah E Washington
Donna J Wasserman
H Rosemary R Waterhouse
Ron Watson
Ashley N Weber
Kristi A Weber
Tess Webster
Janet A Weidemann
Michael H Weigand
Kevin L Wein & Suzanne R White
Klory A Weis
Rex M Welch
Jerry & Lynelle Weldon
David J & Grete K Westfall
Ronald F & Pauline M Westman
Lenard Whaley
Donna M Wheeler
Douglas E Wheeler
Cleon E & Sandra M White
Rob White
Betty Whitehead
Alice F Whitney
Victoria Wickman
David T & Luella J Wilber
Janice C Wilber
W John Wilbur
Charles H Wilkens
Doret Williams
Gary D Williams
Beverly A Williams
Gary D Williams
Omar A Williams
Verdia Williams
Wendy Williams
Sue E Wilson
Don L Wilson
Richard L Wilson
Leo T Wilson
Glenn L Wilks* Virginia Wincek
Carole Ann Winegar
Gregory R Wise
Earl W Witze
Nicole K Wold
Reene O Wolf
Rebecca Wolfe
Lenson F Wong
Peter A Wong
Bryant G Wood
Ralph C Wood
Dennis W & Betty L Woodland
Jonathan Woodruff
Charles* & Delores E Woods
Edward & Edith G Woods
Edward Woods
Trishonda D Woods
Donald A Woolever
Steve E & Brenda L Schalk
Rami Z Abdel-Sayed & Renata Sayed
Glenn E & Sharon M Russell
Donna P Ruedinger
Emmanuel M & Jeanne K Rudatsikira
Donna F Raedinger
Ramesh R Ramnagar
Barbara Ramsey
Humberto M & Julietta C Rasi
David M Reeves
Raymond M & Juanita H Ritland
Raymond D & Ruth D Roberts
Harry D & Ingrid R Rogers
Emmanuel M & Jeanne K Rudatsikira
Donna F Raedinger
Glenn E & Sharon M Russell
Ana M Sanchez
Rami Z Abdel-Sayed & Renata Sayed
Scott F & Brenda L Schalk
Benjamin D & Carol J Schou
Bruce B Wrenn
Judy C Wright
Myrna L Wright
Jody L Wright
Judy C Wright
Myrna L Wright
Richard A Wutkie
Jamiing Wei
Brian W Yenhsao
Bonnie L Young
Holly YoungBalcer
Milou U Youngberg
Randall W & April-Lynn M Younker
Duane Yredal
Noemi Zanazanian
David A Zapata
Frank & Kay A Zappia
Robert E & Barbara J Zdor
Judith D Zimmerman
Nora M Zurita
Cheryl Zwart

* Deceased

Gift Clubs and Giving Societies

Each donation to Andrews plays an important role in continuing the mission of the University. There are, however, many individuals who make significant contributions each year. The annual giving societies and gift clubs recognize these people who have made contributions during the past fiscal year of $250 or more.

WATER TOWER SOCIETY
$250–$499

Janet D Aldea
Keith E Banks
Linda L Banks
Donald D Barko
Erich C & Karen Bekowies
Elise A Bitterman
Jack E Blume
Robert W Boggress
Malcolm C Bourne
Richard C & Sharman A Bowes
Jack E Boynton
Michael H Brandt
Kenneth J Breyer
Kevin W & Margaret K Brown
Andrew A Bueno
Roy D Burke
David M Burley
Debbie Caballero
Rafael A & Marcela Canizales
Timothy G & Karen M Case
Roy A & Audrey C Castelbuono
Bill & Ruth J Chobutar
Gregory S & Rebecca S Christensen
Kentee Chuechoub
Lois Clark
Larry R & Carole J Colburn
Wendell J & Marjorie D Cole
Valerie K Combie
Caroline A Cook
Daniel P & Cami L Cress
F Larry L Cruttenden
Fredrich H & Polly C Dangel
Jacques B & Lilianne U Doukhan
Luvamay Dovich
Robert R & Luc J Earp
Phelidia A Englahil
Glenn F Engen
Eula M Evans
Wayne & Fernetta M Ferch
James R & Ann T Fisher
Richard A & Alice B Ford
David A & Marlan M Gay
Jacky Georges
Lawrence T & Gillian A Geraty
Donald F* & Irene J Gilbert
Byron K & Jennifer K Graves
Dale A & Roseanne E Grove
Cynthia K Hall
Frank W & Linda L Beardsley-Hardy
Dorothy K Harkleroad
Douglas J Hay
Lee G & Suzanne K Hayford
Doris C Helm
Deward A & Bonnie M Henneberg
Henry & Pearl Herzog
Stanley D & Kathryn L Hickerson
Roger R Hill
Andrew T Hoff
Joel R & Sandra C Hoover
Glenn E & Carlene L Johnson
Suzanne R Johnson
Robert M & Madeline S Johnston
T Ryan R & Wendy J Kough
Esther G Kerr
Tatsu & Mary U Kimura
Donald G King
Mirela V & Brenda S Kis
Susan A Knap
William E & Dorothy L Knecht
David A & Juliet E Knight
Ruth L Koenes
Paul Kovalski
Sunita J & Vasantha K Kulasekere
Wolfgang P Kunze
Kristen Laues
Robert E & Sherry L Lemon
Kathy A Lewis
Richard W Lonto
Rudi & Hildegard E Maier
Michelle D Marshall
Bruce E McClay
Tara R McGee
Douglass M McKinney
Robert E & Virginia L Mills
Richard D Moody
C Barton & Janet L Moore
Pam Mor
G William & Patricia B Mutch
Brian & Dawn W Mutz
Dwight K & Karen O Nelson
Paula Oh
Daniela Ortiz
Sung H Park
Sandra K Patterson
Stanley E & Glenda P Patterson
David K Peska
Lonnie D Pierce
David R & Emily Polochec
Douglas A & Tari C Popp
Juan R Prestol
Marvin R Pytyn
Barbara Ramsey
Humberto M & Julietta C Rasi
David M Reeves
Raymond M & Maria H Ritland
Raymond D & Ruth D Roberts
Harry D & Ingrid R Rogers
Emmanuel M & Jeanne K Rudatsikira
Donna F Raedinger
Glenn E & Sharon M Russell
Ana M Sanchez
Rami Z Abdel-Sayed & Renata Sayed
Scott F & Brenda L Schalk
Benjamin D & Carol J Schou
Penny S Shell
Timothy J & Birgit E Sherwin
Esther Shin
Jan A Singvartsen
Kathryn M Silva
Norl A & Ella L Simmons
Roger A & Constance S Smith
Valeri Snedden
Erling B & Jeanette E Snorrason
Richard C & Claudia A Swanson
Elton H & Rheeta M Stecker
Rodney L & Tiffany Z Summerscale
David N & Helen M Susens
Peter F & Pamela A Swanson
Boris & Helen C Tabakovic
Theodore S Takata
Daniel L Thomas
Shirley M Thomas
Zorita E Thomas
Jamie Trefz
Betty L Unruh
Roger C & Marcia E Van Arsdell
Edwin J & Dorita S Vitrano
David L & Amy E Waller
Joyce Warren
Juan Warren
Ronald H & Betty Whitehead
Herschel D & Carolyn M Wilson
Ted N Wilson
Jonathan Woodruff
Trishonda D Woods
Ernest N Yap
Charles H & Joyce A Young
Rupert W & Hope E Young
Noemi Zanazanian
BLUE & GOLD CLUB
$500--$999
Lavonne M Adams
David W Randall & Lisa A Ahlberg
Edith K Ashlock
Sally A Baker
Dennis G & Becky M Batts
Bruce L & Linda S Bauer
Robert R & Jean D Becker
Edison J Blanchard* & Frieda H Lee-Blanchard
Christopher J & Josefine F Borchardt
Lynn & Debra L Bryson
Gary W & Aurora P Burdick
Frederick M & Beth M Burghardt
Gary W & Aurora P Burdick
Lyndel D & Patricia A Dickerson
Arlene L Dennison
Joshua W Dee
Irma P Church
Lowell C Cooper
Jaela Cornejo
Joshua W Dee
Artene L Dennison
Paul H & Beverly B Denton
Lyndel D & Patricia A Dickerson
Gordon R & Cheryl D Doss
Norman L Doss
Roger L & Margaret G Daley
John C Duncan
Harvey A & Eleanor E Elder
Cheryl A Emoto
Andersen Fayette
Richard D & Helen Fearing
James E & Carolyn Garber
Emilio & Cecilia Garcia-Marenko
Lisa Giebel
A Joseph & F Estella Greig
Ona M Greve
Harold M & Elaine M* Grundset
Matthew B & Michelle J Hamel
Esther Hare
Frederick E Harrison
Perry A & Del R Haugen
David L Heise
Calvin R Hill
Joan H Kang & Yun M Oh
Karen & Diana L Kellawan
Lori M Khan
Joan A King
Donald A & Esther R Knot
Karen & Esther Konrad
Auvill & Linda M Krause
Tom W & Delcy L Kuhlman
Harold H & Violet S Lang
Michael J Lay
Joshua P & Heidi J Leets
David Hor
Calvin E & Barbara A Huset
Everett H & Ruby J Jackson
Eric L & Beryl P Johnson
Joon H Kang & Yun M Oh
Karen & Diana L Kellawan
Lori M Khan
Joan A King
Donald A & Esther R Knot
Karen & Esther Konrad
Auvill & Linda M Krause
Tom W & Delcy L Kuhlman
Harold H & Violet S Lang
Michael J Lay
Joshua P & Heidi J Leets

W Richard & Veda E Lesher
Jessie A Lopez
Thehma J Loudin
Robert R & Nonn M Ludeman
Gerald W & Marlene E Marsa
Bernard R & Shirley Marsh
Donald L & Rebecca L May
Margaret L McNeill
Ernesto V & Loida S Medina
Laster P & Lynn M Merklin
Frederick D & E Virginia Meresaula
Diana Mitchell
Barth P Moore
Larry R Moore
Floris & Alice M Murdock
David A & Judith R Nelson
Gregg A & Lois J Nicholas
Rafy & Carmine C Ouzzouzian
Fabio Pintos
Thomas D & Maxine D Pfitzner
Warren G Popp
Norman L & Beverly Y Pottie
Edwin L & Verlaine J Racine
John W & Teresa L Reeve
Jeffrey D & Danah J Regal
Herbert & Marilyn Roberge
John A & Christine A Rorabeck
Richard A Rorabeck
Randall L & Linda M Russell
Shimen J & Yvette C Saliba
Joshua P Sanabria

Donald C Schlager
Jack E & Frances L Schleicher
Wolfhart K Schubach
Kevin L & Cynthia D Shelley
Vivion E Shull
Liana Smith
Martin D & Melinda L Smith
Paul D Smith & Monique M Pittman
Russell L & Phyllis A Stapples
H John & Janetta R Steffen
John F & Helena K Stout
Minerva E Straman*
David C Turner
Peter M & Jacoba H van Bemmelen
Milan & Libijana M Vajdic
Curtis J & Susan D Vanderwaal
Ronald E & Shawna L Vyhmeister
James H Weaver
Jeffrey S Weber
David E Weisegel
Daniel E & Sharyln G Wenberg
Kay F White
Timothy P* & Carolyn O Wieder
W John B & Bonnie J Wilbur
Alisa M Williams
Glenn L Wiltsie*
Renee O Wolf
Robert C Wong
Donald A & Vivienne Jy Wong
Gary T Wuchenich
David B Zima
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DEAN’S SOCIETY
$1,000--$4,999
Larry & Janet K Adams
Hiam Akrawi
Coy Allen
Chris Anable
Thor C & Alyce J Bakland
Emilio D Balay
John T & Sylvia S Baldwin
Robert A & Darlene S Barnhurst
John T Bartocci
Ina M Barton
Joanna M Barton
Richard L & Cynthia G Beckerneyer
William W & Diane F Becton
Kurt M & Patricia C Bender
Iris R Bentz-Horak
Teville T & Carol A Bradfield
Jerome L & Lois M Bray
Laurence G & Lois Burn
Russell C & Cynthia L Burrill
Bruce N & Margaret J Cameron
Carey C & Dorothy A Carscallen
Lois E Carscallen
Elinor M Clark
Kathleen J Clem
Andrew & Doris K Coetzee
Stefan R Copac
Ralph M & Astrid H Coupland
Duane M & Lori D Covig
Margaret A Crishal
P Gerard & Laurel A Damsteegt
Christopher A & Claudia H Davison
Thomas J & Sally A De Wind
Elizabeth D DeLeon
Al R & Marilyn W Deininger
Evonne P Dominguez
Kevin G & Alyson S Drew
Joel Dahlbuny
Jeffrey A & Rebecca A Easton
Barbara E Erhard
John P & Barbara E Erhard
David A & Frances M Faehn
Donald C Fahrbach
Denis Fortin & Kristine M Knutson
Betty R Garber
Andrea E Geates
Breit G Geraty & Shannon E Ganter
Lynda S & Deborah J Gray
Charlotte V Groff
Someeta L Grogan
Albin H & Irene Grohar
Herald A & Donna J Habenicht
Zerita J Hagerman
Kenley D & Roselle M Hall
Donald A & Susan G Hamstra
Donald L & Rolene S Hanson
Dale V & Donna J* Hell
Shandelle M Henson
Fred A Hernandez
E Clifford & Marilyn M Herrmann
Paul C & Sarah E Herrmann
Donna Heyer
John J & Jacqueline S Hilderbrandt
Clive W & Carmen Holland
Jeffrey A Horn
Toruho In
Suzan H Ivy
Darius W & Edyta Jankiewicz
Meredith S Jobe
Gordon E Johns
Veronica L Johnsen
William G & Noelle T Johnson
Lyndy D & Beth A Johnston Taylor
Kathleen R Jones
Scott Jones
Bath H Kaiser
Paul & Nancy C Kantor
George R & Joyce H Kempton
Hannah Kim
Paul B Kim
Jacqueline L Kinsman
Robert J & Ruth S Kloosterhuis
Paul G & Carol L Koles
Frederick A & Janet G Kosinski
Arnt E & Donna J Krogstad
Melanie S Kwan
Catherine B Lang Tius
Cecil L Lemon
James J & Janine M Lim
Harry C & Bonnie D Lloyd
Annal D Mackey
Jim Matiko
C Willard W & Patricia A Mauro
Alissa R Mayer
Raymond L Mayor
James R & Jeanan J McConnell
Lavon Metzer
Roger Milam
Leyo A Miller
Charlotte B Moon
Ryan D & Lynette M Nachreiner
Gan-Theow & Ivy Ng
John Nyrkowski
Merlene A Ogden
David W & Cathy J Olson
Delio V & Catherine E Pascual
Stephen D & Dalry B Payne
Peter O & Linda K Peabody
George R & Dorells Ramsey
Bernadette Randall
Christopher C & Janelle D Randall
Nicholas E & Mariellen R Reiber
Donald H & Jean S Rhoads
Randal D Robertson
Dan L & Tonia Rogers
S Clark & Bonnie L Rowland

W Richard & Veda E Lesher
Jessie A Lopez
Thehma J Loudin
Robert R & Nonn M Ludeman
Gerald W & Marlene E Marsa
Bernard R & Shirley Marsh
Donald L & Rebecca L May
Margaret L McNeill
Ernesto V & Loida S Medina
Laster P & Lynn M Merklin
Frederick D & E Virginia Meresaula
Diana Mitchell
Barth P Moore
Larry R Moore
Floris & Alice M Murdock
David A & Judith R Nelson
Gregg A & Lois J Nicholas
Rafy & Carmine C Ouzzouzian
Fabio Pintos
Thomas D & Maxine D Pfitzner
Warren G Popp
Norman L & Beverly Y Pottie
Edwin L & Verlaine J Racine
John W & Teresa L Reeve
Jeffrey D & Danah J Regal
Herbert & Marilyn Roberge
John A & Christine A Rorabeck
Richard A Rorabeck
Randall L & Linda M Russell
Shimen J & Yvette C Saliba
Joshua P Sanabria

DONALD C SCHLAGER
Wendy F Schell
Martin D & Melinda L Smith
Paul D Smith & Monique M Pittman
Russell L & Phyllis A Stapples
H John & Janetta R Steffen
John F & Helena K Stout
Minerva E Straman*
David C Turner
Peter M & Jacoba H van Bemmelen
Milan & Libijana M Vajdic
Curtis J & Susan D Vanderwaal
Ronald E & Shawna L Vyhmeister
James H Weaver
Jeffrey S Weber
David E Weisegel
Daniel E & Sharyln G Wenberg
Kay F White
Timothy P* & Carolyn O Wieder
W John B & Bonnie J Wilbur
Alisa M Williams
Glenn L Wiltsie*
Renee O Wolf
Robert C Wong
Donald A & Vivienne Jy Wong
Gary T Wuchenich
David B Zima

Luz H Ruiz
Richard G & Lois J Schell
Richard W Schell
Connie G Severin
Theodore J & Sonya K Shull
Robert T & Jeanette M Smith
Erin G & Janice S Stone
Judith S Storjell
Ronald W & Pamela L Stout
Doris S Suddarth
Royce C & Elaine A Thompson
David W & Jeanne M Tillay
Dale E & Constance D Towner
John H & Mary L* Utley
David V Van Lanen & Patti L McKenney
Thomas E & Mary C Verhelle
Bryan & Rebecca J von Dorpowski
Alice S Voorheis
Elaine L Walker*
John S & Betty S Wang
Rita J Waterman
Ashley N Weber
R Deborah D Weiters
Lucile N White
Gary D & Alice C Williams
Steven A Wilsey
Don L & Elizabeth A Wilson
Lenson P & Arleen G Wong
Peter A Wong & Dixie L Barber Wong
Robert M Wood
Bruce R & Janice F Wrenn
Bruce R & Judy C Wright
Danielle Wuchenich
Jiaming Wei & Xiaoming Xu

Diana E Wuchenich
Bruce B & Janice F Wrenn
Robert M Wood
Bruce R & Janice F Wrenn
Bruce R & Judy C Wright
Danielle Wuchenich
Jiaming Wei & Xiaoming Xu

FOCUS

Italicized names denote 1874 Founder’s Club membership. Please see page 43 for details.
Lifetime Contributions

In addition to recognizing donors who make significant gifts annually, acknowledgement is given to individuals who have made substantial gifts to the University over their lifetime. Membership in the 1874 Founders Club was granted to individuals with $10,000 cumulative giving through June 30, 2010. Currently, membership in the 1874 Founders Club is reserved for donors with $25,000 cumulative giving plus prior members of the 1874 Founders Club who became eligible under the previous requirements.

1874 FOUNDERS CLUB
$25,000–$99,999 LIFETIME GIVING

Lifetime Giving of $10,000–$24,999 acknowledged through Fiscal Year 2010

Glen F & Ruth D Abbott
Harold L & Dorothy E Ahlers*
Vernon L & Sallie J Alger
Margaret M Allen*
Irvin G Alhage*
Bernard C & Agnes M Anderson*
Mabel C Anderson*
Harley H & Eleanor M Anderson*
Michael & Dianne S Anderson
Niel-Enrik A & Demetra L Andreasen
D Jeanné Andrews-Willumson
Gene F & Ruth Armstrong
George A & Jean F Arzoo
Daniel A & Joyce P Augsburger*
Ida C Axelson*
Samuel* & Anna M Bacchiocchi
E L Bailey*
Harold L* & Doralee S Bailey
Gladyss Bakeman*
Emilio D Balay
Emly V Banzhaf*
James S & Nevena L Barclay
Donald J Barz*
Virgil L & Frances I Bartlett*
John T Bartocci
Kimber K Bascom
Teresa J Bascom
Ruth K Baucom∗

Richard G & Diana L Bauer
Bruce L & Linda S Bauer
Duane I & Eloise A Beardsley
C Warren & Sophie A Becker*
Richard L & Cynthia G Beckermeier
Emily S Bee*
Nathan L Beebe*
Nikki M Beidleman
Skip M Bell
Dorothe F Beltz*
E L Bender
Ralph L & Beverly E Benedict
Barbara S Bengston*
Elizabeth Bentley*
Kent K & Jean A Bergham
John A & Eleanor G Bicknell*
Daniel R & Lorena L Bidwell
Gertrude Bleiski
Edison J Blanchard* & Frieda H Lee-Blanchard
Charlotte Boehm*
Mark L Bovee*
Robert E Bowers
Elmer* & Joannita K Boyson
Louis P* & Ingrid Rozzetti
William P & Dorothy E Bradford
Fay Bradley
Hazel L Brandau*

Phillip M & Lynne S Brantley
Jerne L & Lois M Bray
Frederick B Brown
Harold E & Hilde S Brown
Clarence F & Esther R Brummett
Lawrence F* & Diane Brundage
Edwin F & Elise L Buck*
Laurence Burd
Frederick L Burkhardt*
Herbert E & Edyth Butler*
Gordon L* & Barbara J Byrd
Erling E & Elle L Calkins*
James F* & Ruth G Calkins
Keith G & Terri L Calkins
Calvin H Campbell
John Carlos Jr & Grace S Carlos
Sharon M Carroll
Lois K Carscallen
Amelia C Carter*
Leroy S* & Veloriah T Carter
Joseph E & Helen Carver*
Albert L Cason
Anthony* & Jacqueline C Castelbuono
Nicolas & Margarita L Chai*
Theodore J & Faye M Chamberlain
Adel James Chareq & Laurie Lachay-Chareq
Albert C Chen
Bruce V & Marilyn R Christiansen
J E Christiansen*
Thorvald W* & Lois R Christiansen
Garth* & Helen G Christoffel
Michael K & Phyllis C Chucta
Donald V Clay
Charlie C Cleary
W Harold & Mereleyn Colum
Andrew J Colvin*
Michael G & Myma E Constantine
Alfaretta J Cooley*
Roger W* & E Irene Coon
Max A & Joanne L Coon
Leon V & Renee L Copeland
Stephen P Corpuz
Floyd L* & Bonnie J Costerisian
Todd A Coulphand
Raymond B & Elizabeth A Crawford*
Margaret A Crishal
Carroll & Gertie Y Cross*∗
Leah K Crussiah
Desmond D & Mary L Cummings
James E & Carol J Curry
T R Curtis*
Jack W & Emma J Dalsen
Laurence A & Janelle E Dalsen
Chester H & Carolyn Damron
Mary Jean Damron

Gianluca G & Silvia M Bacchiocchi
Kimber K Bascom
David H & Marilyn J Bauer
Kenneth W & Diana M Bauer
Daniel R & Lorena L Bidwell
Frederick B Brown
Harold E & Hilde S Brown

Glenn R & Debbi J Christensen
Donald H & Maryanne Clark
Arthur R & Neva F Davis*
Wayne S & DaLina L Fristad
Lois E Grimm
Judith W Hawkins
Edwin L & Magaly R Hernandez

Ronald D & Christine H Herr
Richard H & Sandra K Johnson
Douglas A & Janell L Jones
Fred M & Mary Kaye Manchur
Norman L & Rudy McBride
Lester Medford
Norman G & Dorothy C Moll

William G & M Jeanne Murdoch
Rosalyn S Nash
Glenn G & Margaret A Poole
Daniel R & Lynette E Reichert
Bruce A* & Judith E Ronk
Jon A & Carolyn J Shell
José E Vega & Carmen I Coballes-Vega

VISIONARIES SOCIETY
$10,000+

Jeffrey Aaron
Daniel & Michelle A Bacchiocchi
Tim Blackwelder
Greg J & Sharon L Constantine
Frank S Damazo
Richard M & Joann Davidson
Anna F Erwin
Joy K Faehner
William D & Barbara S Fisher
Bryan A Fowler
Cletus R Georges

Harold E Green
David C & Carrie L Grellmann
Laurence E & Deborah D Habenicht
Loren B & Ann Hanel
Herbert A Holden
Daun S & Elaine G Hotelling
John E Howard
Harold A & Rosemary R Illes*
Gregory T & Judy S Lindberg
Robert D & Annette T Moon
Rob & Mary Ann Paquette

Richard H Paul
Charles E & Barbara J Randall
Kenneth E & Carol E Rasmussen
Joe H & Mary Lou C Rasmussen
Mark B & Lydje J Regazii
Dorothy S Richards
Clyde L & Eriksen E Bogdenkamp
David R & Judy L Rowe
Lawrence E & Judith D Schalk
Leon R & Dolores E Stikkers
J Grady G Smoot

Reginald T & Wanda M Swensen
S Reid R & Ardith M Tait
Timbal T & Ellen M Tumbunan
Max T & Linda Taylor
Jerome D & Jane Thayer
Diana L & Dawn M Wales
Douglas W & Wilbyta R Wamack
Karl D & Kristi A Weber
Robert A & E Fran Wilkins
Edward & Lenora A Zinke

PACESSETTER’S SOCIETY
$5,000–$9,999

Gianluca G & Silvia M Bacchiocchi
Kimber K Bascom
David H & Marilyn J Bauer
Kenneth W & Diana M Bauer
Daniel R & Lorena L Bidwell
Frederick B Brown
Harold E & Hilde S Brown

Deceased

Ruth K Baucom*
Teresa J Bascom
Kimber K Bascom
Harold E & Hilde S Brown

Deceased

Ruth K Baucom*
1874 FOUNDER'S CLUB PARTNERS
$100,000–$499,999 LIFETIME GIVING

Daniel & Michelle A Bacchiocchi
Daniel R Baty
David H & Marilyn J Bauer
Kenneth W & Diana M Bauer
Albert & Genevra B Bendelius*
Norman L Brenden
Shun Chan*
Wesley T & Minnie W Christiansen*
Donald J & Maryanne Clark
C Fred & Helen M Clarke*
Bradley A Colson
Greg J & Sharon L Constantine
Clifford Curry
Frank S Damazo
Mildred C Davis*
Roy W Day*
Thomas J & Sally A De Wind
Kevin G & Arlyn S Drew

Gerhardt L & Erma E Dybdahl*
Elly H Economou*
Henry M & Betty Eiger*
Frank H* & Joyce K Faehner
Evelyn M Faurott*
Stephen D & Kary F Eiler
Erik S Fiskars
Lawrence L Gibson
Mildred M Grandbois*
Herald A & Donna J Habenicht
Laurence E & Deborah D Habenicht
Dann S & Elaine G Hotelling
Jeremy L Johnson
Ruth H Kaiser
Dick H & Ardye H Koobs*
Hazel S Lawson*
Ruey A Lemon*
Holger A & Eleanor M Lindsoe*

Percy S & Jean B Marsa*
Lester & Patricia* Medford
Arnold A & Claudia Michals*
Ler J Miller*
Norman G & Dorothy C Moll
William G & Jean Morden
Lois K Mutch*
Bruce D* & Kathleen Oliver
Loyal C & Mabel Oliver*
Blythe Owen*
Charles E & Barbara J Randall
Carol J Rasmussen*
Joe H & Mary Lou C Rasmussen
Clyde L & Kirsten A Roggenkamp
Rhonda G Root
David R & Judy L Rowe
Ed E Ryden*
Alfred W & F A Sniegow*

Walter E Sooy*
Howard O Stocker*
Ruth A Streffing
S Reid R & Ardith M Tait
Timburl T & Ellen M Tambunan
Harry W* & Bernice M Taylor
Max T & Linda Taylor
Carsten & Ethel Waern
Dana L & Dawn M Wales
John O & Elaine L Waller*
Helen M Werner*
Ronald F & Pauline M Westman
Freda White*
Don L & Elizabeth A Wilson
Edward & Lenora A Zinke

1874 FOUNDER'S CLUB BENEFACTORS
$500,000+ LIFETIME GIVING

Douglas L Benson
Allan R & Mildred E Buller*
William E* & Ronnie R Colson
David K Cromwell
Otho F Eusey*
Harold E Green

Richard L & Dena T Hammill*
Jeanmarie Harrigan*
Daniel B & Sumaya Hasso
Siegfried H & Elizabeth H Horn*
John E Howard
Arthit R Jarrard-Benson

Leland R* & Harriet J McElmurry
R Ellsworth & Sharon S McKee
William R & Florence Nelson*
Robson S & Isabel A* Newbold
Leon R & Dolores E Silsiker
Paul A & Shelley Stokstad

Clarence J Swallen*
Hung-Da Yang
Ernest A Zinke*

* Deceased
The Daniel Augsburger Society

The Daniel Augsburger Society was established in 2007 to honor those who have remembered Andrews University in their estate plan or through a planned gift. The following is a list of current members. To learn more about the society, please contact the Office of Planned Giving & Trust Services at 269-471-3613, plannedgiving@andrews.edu or andrews.edu/plannedgiving.

Janet Aldea
Juanita Alexander*
Bernard & Agnes Andersen*
James & Patricia Anderson
Martha Jeanne Anderson
Niel-Erik & Demetra Andreasen
Pearl Andrews*
Daniel & Joyce Augustens*
Harold* & Darolea Bailey
Dorothy Baker*
Albert* & Valeda Barcellow
Robert & Darlene Barnhurst
Virgil & Frances Bartlett*
David & Marilyn Bauer
Doug Benson
Verlyn & Anita Benson
Iris Bentz-Horak
Eileen Bergeron
John & Eleanor Bicknell*
Frieda Blanchard
Alice Boston*
Alfred & Winifred Boyce
Martin & Glynis Brafield
Betty Brander
Victor* & Alma Brown
Frederick Brown
Marvin & Sylvia Budd
Allan & Mickey Bulte*
Robert & Trista Burgess
Russell & Cynthia Burnill
Erling & Ellie Calkins*
Mary Jo Canaday
John Jr & Grace Carlos
Lois Carson
Lewis & Della Mae* Carson
Marion Cashman*
Bruce & Marilyn Christensen
Bethany & Tresia Christian*
Keith & Ngaire Clouten
Kenneth & Janice Cobb
Robert & Lucinda Coffen
Phyllis Collins
Roger* & Irene Coon
Gregory & Teresa Corryell
Duane & Lori Covrig
Milton & Judy Crabb
Winston & Jeanette Craig
Margaret Cristal
David Cromwell
Edna Cuby*
James & Carol Curry
Chesnest Darmon
Mary Jean Darmon
Delmer Davis
Edith Davis*
Frank & Dolly Dehaan
Lyndel & Patricia Dickerson
Irina Faye Doering*
Gorden & Cheryl Doss
Norman & Florence* Doss
John* & Arizona Duchworth
Berenice Dunn
Kenneth Dunn
Gerhardt Dydhahl*
Fred & Mercedes Dyer*
Virginia Eakley
Elly Economo*
Edward Emendford II*
Ruth Engelbert*
Robert & Elizabeth Fadeley*
David & Frances Faehmert
Donald & Alice* Faehr
Evelyn Faurotte*
Dwain & Lorraine Ford
Nelson* & Virginia Force
Denis Forst & Kristine Knutson
Gerald & Reva Furst
Wilfred* & Rowena Futch
Cletus Georges
Jean Graham
Harold Green
Arlene Grimley*
Carolyn May Grubbs
Harold & Elaine* Grundset
Herald & Donna Habenicht
Larry & Debbie Habenicht
Judith Hack
David & Melinda Hafner
Ray & Madlyn Hamblin
Loren & Ann Hamel
Glen Hamel
Paul Hamel
Bonnie Jean Hannah
Masayo Hanyuda
Esther Hare
David & Judith Hartman
Esther Bruck Hartman*
Harold & Dorothy Heidtke*
Ronald & Christine Herr
Eugene* & Betty Hildebrand
Donald* & Grubisk & Barbara Grubesick Hill
Herbert Holden
Helen Holliak*
John & Dede Howard
Rosemary Iles*
Shahin Ilter
Jerome* & Heather Jablonski
Paul & Elizabeth Jackson
Maxwell & Donita Jardine
Warren & Loretta John
Cecil* & Ruby Johnson
Johnny* & Ida Johnson
William & Noeline Johnson
Oliver & Eunice Johnston
Elmer & Sarah Jordan*
Carl Jorgensen*
Ruth Kaiser
Gary & Sue Kaufman
John & Frances Kappel*
Esther Kerr
Dennis Kiley
Eila & Dena King
Robert & Lillis Kingman
Robert Kootstra
Gunter Koch
Anita Kohler
Ursula Konegen
Dick & Ayncke Koobs*
George & Kathleen Kuzma
Jan & Kay Kuzma
Marlan Larsen
Maynard & Eleanor LeBrun
Joan Lebrondt*
Richard & Veda Lesher
Eleanor Lindso*
Sam Loh
Felix Lorenz
Martha Lorenz
Maynard & Jean Lowry
Robert & Nona Ludeman
Anita Mackey
Bernard Marsh
Paul & Maxine Matico*
Charles & Patricia Mauro
Reese Maxwell*
Raymond & Wilma* Mayor
Robert & Ilea McDaniel
Leland McElmurry*
Margaret McFarland
Ellsworth & Sharon McKee
Jim & DeLauna McKee
Enzo & Loida Medina
Marion Merchant*
Charles & Naomi* Michaels
Arnold & Flaudia Michals*
Virginia Miller*
Norman & Dorothy Moll
George* & Vernetta Morrice
William & Jean Murdoch
Milton Murray*
George & Patricia Mutch
Alma Canada Neal*
Arlene Nelson
Lyle Nelson
Clifford & Jeanie Nestell
John & Lora* Neuman
Tarnation Newmyer
Harry* & Janet Olson
Roy & Virginia* Olson
Darrel & Anna Jean Opika
Richard* & Sharon Orison
Sharon Overton
Stephen & Rose Paden
Richard* & Myers & Kathrin B
Myers Parker
Delio & Catherine Pascual
David & Justin* Peshika
Doug & Tari Popp
Norman & Beverly Pottie
Richard & Nancy Powell
Clarence & Sylvia Powers*
Roy & Darlene Puymon
Charles & Barbara Randall
Christopher & Janelle Randall
Joseph & Carol* Rasmussen
Nicolas & Rastell Reiber
LaVern & Linda Rice
Nevin & Lana Rice
Raymond & Ruth Roberts
Bruce* & Judith Ronk
James Root
Marguerite Ross
Margaret Roy
Leona G Running*
James & Carolyn Russell*
Barbara Samuels*
Austen* & Phyllis Sawell
Lawrence & Judy Schalk
Charles & Marie Schaub
Richard & Lois Schell
Daniel Schullbauer*
Donald & Margaret* Schlagener
Richard & Juanita Schuleman
Richard* & Joyce Schwarz
Norbert & Christine Schwer
Richard & Dixie Scott
Charles Scriven & Rebekah
Wang Cheng Scriven
Robert & Pearl Sears*
William & Karen Shea
Marion Shertzer
M Wesley* & Joan Shultz
Barbara Willetta Simons*
Shirley Skala
George & Nancy Smith*
Roger* & Katherine Smith
Richard & Claudia Snower
Glen & Geraldine St Clair
Phyllis Stander*
Tim* & Joan Standish
Russell & Phyllis Staples
James* & Charlene Starlin
David & Linda Steen
Lois Strand
Michael* & Ruth Streifel
Naomi Streifel*
Clarence Swallen*
Reid & Ardith Tait
Bernace Taylor
Richard & Sharon Terrell
Jerome & Jane Thayer
Constance Tiffany
Edward* & Catherine Lang Titus
Lydia Tkachuck*
Julian & Marjorie Ulloth
Roger & Marcia Van Arsdell
Peter & Jacoba van Bemmelen
Donald & Catherine van Duijen
David Van Loven & Patti McKinney
George & Gloria* Vannix
Otto & Inma Vyhmeister*
Wyman & Murm* Wager
John & Lyla Wagner
John & Elaine Walter*
Lawrence & Myrtle Wallington
Marvin & Donna Ward
Arthur & Natalie Weaver
George* & Donna Wheeler
Woodrow & Margaret Whidden
Timothy* & Carolyn Wieder
Roy & Che* Wightman
Catherine & Howard Wilcox*
Steven Willeys
Merletle & Rosa Wilson
Cecil Woods*
W Bruce & Janice Wrenn
Stephen* & Ronnie Young
Richard Yukl
Bruce & Judy Zimmerman
Edward & Lenora Ann Zinke
Kristopher & Lois Zygowiec

DURING THE 2013–14 FISCAL YEAR A TOTAL OF $1,041,633.92 WAS RECEIVED FROM THE FOLLOWING MATURED ESTATE PLANS

Bernard & Agnes Andersen
Bethany Christian-Jackson
Art & Neva Davis
Pearl Donahue
Evelyn Faurote
Harold Heidtke
Rosemary Iles
Lois K Mutch
Elly Economo

Although great care was taken to verify the accuracy of all records, errors may have occurred during the preparation of this report. We apologize for any errors. If you notice errors or omissions, please contact the Office of Development at 269-471-3124. Anyone interested in making contributions should contact the Office of Development at 269-471-3124.
2013–14 Financial Information

Voluntary Support $4,624,620

Voluntary Support
- Foundations $1,519,978
- Religious Organizations $8,789
- Fundraising Consortia $37,464
- Biannual Offering $101,335
- WAUS $129,612
- Corporations $269,107
- Alumni $1,223,022
- Non-Alumni $1,293,687

Revenue
- Net Tuition and Fees $46,900,000
- Gifts and Grants $18,300,000
- Auxiliary $20,300,000
- Investments $4,600,000
- Related Organizations $3,100,000
- Sales $5,800,000

Financial Aid
- Federal Aid $30,700,000
- AU Institutional Aid $16,000,000
- Restricted/Endowed Scholarships $1,200,000
- State Scholarships $3,000,000

Expenses
- Institutional Support $13,300,000
- Academic Support $13,000,000
- Student Services $6,400,000
- Related Organizations $5,400,000
- Research $1,500,000
- Public Service $1,400,000
- Auxiliaries $19,000,000

*Deceased
The Golden Hearts Club

Front row, L–R: Paul Cress, Doralee Klein, Al Klein, Glenn Hill, Mary Alice Gyde Hill, Mishael Muze, Ethel Roberts Saunders, Dorothy Bradford, Mary Wise Wein, Charlotte Groff, Betty Weakley, Ardith Doering Tait, Reid Tait, Alice Cedzo Priser, Sue Reimche Flint, Dixie Barber Wong


Photo by Darren Reccos, IMC Staff Photographer